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Abstract
The aim of argumentation mining is the automatic detection and identification of the argumenta-
tive structure contained within a piece of natural language text. An argument is an ancient and well
studied rhetorical structure. In a general form, arguments are justifiable positions where pieces of
evidence (premises) are offered in support of a conclusion.
The ambiguity of natural language text, different writing styles, implicit context and the com-
plexity of building argument structures are some of the challenges which make argumentation
mining very challenging.
By automatically extracting arguments from text, we are able to tell not just what views are
being expressed, but also what are the reasons to believe those particular views. Therefore, ar-
gumentation mining has the potential to improve some research topics such as opinion mining,
recommender systems and multi-agent systems.
In this thesis the ArgMine Framework is presented, which aims to integrate the creation of an
annotated corpus with arguments and the semi-automated process of selection and experimenta-
tion of different models and relevant features in different subtasks of the argumentation mining
process.
The full task of argumentation mining can be decomposed into several subtasks. This thesis
focuses on the automatic detection and identification of the argumentative components presented
in the original text, using supervised and semi-supervised machine learning algorithms. The target
corpus used to train the supervised machine learning algorithms was manually annotated and is
composed of Portuguese news articles, to which argumentation mining does not seem to have been
applied before.
The predictive capabilities of the models developed to address the first two subtasks of the
argumentation mining process are being exploited to suggest, in unannotated texts, potential argu-
ments to users in the annotation platform.
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Resumo
O objetivo da prospeção de argumentos a partir de texto é a deteção e identificação de forma
automática da estrutura argumentativa contida num texto escrito em linguagem natural. Um ar-
gumento é uma estrutura retórica que é estudada desde à muitos anos e que se encontra bem
fundamentada. De uma forma geral, argumentos são posições justificáveis onde factos (premis-
sas) são apresentados em suporte de uma conclusão.
A ambiguidade do texto escrito em linguagem natural, diferentes estilos de escrita, contexto
implícito e a complexidade em construir estruturas argumentativas são alguns dos desafios que
fazem desta tarefa muito desafiadora.
Extraindo de forma automática argumentos a partir de texto, somos capazes de saber não
apenas quais são os pontos de vista que estão a ser expressos, mas também quais são as razões
para acreditar nesses pontos de vista. Assim sendo, a prospeção de argumentos de forma au-
tomática tem o potencial de trazer avanços em algumas áreas de investigação tais como prospeção
de opiniões, sistemas de recomendação e sistemas multi-agente.
Nesta tese apresentamos a ArgMine Framework, a qual tem como objetivo de integrar a criação
de um conjunto de dados anotados com argumentos e o processo semi-automático de seleção e ex-
perimentação de diferentes modelos e features relevantes em diferentes sub-tarefas do processo de
prospeção de argumentos.
A tarefa de prospeção de argumentos pode ser decomposta em várias sub-tarefas. Esta tese
aborda a deteção e identificação, de forma automática, dos componentes argumentativos presentes
no texto, usando algoritmos de aprendizagem máquina supervisionada e semi-supervisionada. O
conjunto de dados alvo que será usado para treinar os algoritmos de aprendizagem máquina su-
pervisionada foram manualmente anotados e são constituídos por notícias escritas na língua Por-
tuguesa, na qual a prospeção de argumentos não parece ter sido ainda explorada.
As capacidades preditivas dos modelos desenvolvidos para abordar as primeiras duas sub-
tarefas do processo de prospeção de argumentos estão a ser aplicadas para sugerir, em textos não
anotados, potenciais argumentos a utilizadores na plataforma de anotação.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Argumentation is the process whereby arguments are constructed, presented and evaluated. An
argument is composed by a set of propositions, where some of them (the premises) are pieces of
evidence offered in support of a conclusion. The conclusion is a proposition that has truth-value
(which is either true or false), put forward by somebody as true on the basis of the premises.
The ability to engage in the process of argumentation is essential for human beings. Humans
use argumentation to communicate and defend their justifiable positions (or opinions), to under-
stand new problems and to perform scientific reasoning. The process of argumentation is com-
monly used in several areas and plays an important role in some activities. Many professionals
(e.g. scientists, lawyers, journalists, politicians) implicitly or explicitly use argumentation in their
daily activity. In these situations, argumentation can be used in different phases of the decision
process: to analyze a problem or situation, to identify the pros and cons and, to make a decision.
Verbal communication and written texts are the means by which humans communicate their
arguments. Thus, we can find arguments almost everywhere: scientific texts, legal texts and court
decisions, biomedical texts, patents, reviews, debates, dialogs, news, and so on.
The aim of argumentation mining from text, a sub-domain of text mining, is the automatic
detection and identification of the argumentative structure contained within a piece of natural lan-
guage text. As input, this process receives a piece of natural language text. If the text under
analysis contains argumentative content, we aim to detect all the arguments that are present in
the text document, the relations between them and the internal structure of each individual argu-
ment. In the end, this process should be able to output the corresponding argument diagram: the
visual representation of the arguments presented in the text. An argument diagram is a compact
and intuitive representation of the arguments presented in the text, which helps in the process of
understanding the points of view that are being expressed, and more interestingly, what are the
reasons to believe those particular views.
When argumentation mining is applied on free text, some characteristics of natural language
text and from the argumentation process itself make argumentation mining a very challenging task.
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The ambiguity of natural language text, different writing styles, implicit context and the complex-
ity of building argument structures from free text are some of the main challenges. As an example,
writers typically do not follow the strict rules of grammar because their human readers posses
cognitive abilities to interpret the semantic and contextual meaning of the text. As a consequence,
when a logic reasoning is being expressed, some parts of the process can be omitted from the text,
making the automatic detection of this reasoning process much more challenging.
In order to successfully approach argumentation mining from text, knowledge from different
research areas, such as text mining and argumentation theory, will be required. In this thesis, some
of the essential concepts and theories of argumentation will be presented. This basic background
on argumentation theory will be used throughout this thesis to properly formulate and describe
some of the sub-tasks that will be addressed.
1.1 Motivation
The skill of distinguishing argument from non-argument spans of text and, the skill of extracting
the argumentative structure from free text are sophisticated and require some training. These skills
are a typical learning outcome of an undergraduate course on critical thinking that are commonly
taught in some graduation degrees, such as philosophy. In this kind of courses, one of the main
objectives is to teach students how to interpret and analyze text documents correctly. One of the
most useful skills to achieve these goals, is the ability to extract arguments contained within the
text and represent them in a intuitive and systematic way. For instance, the ability to properly
represent the arguments contained in a piece of text in the form of argument diagrams. In this
sense, investigating at which level we can perform this task using a machine learning approach
comparing to the human performance is a very interesting question to explore. Also, from the
analysis of the results obtained and from the conclusions to be drawn, it will be interesting to
discover what patterns that are present in free text are most relevant for the task of argumentation
mining.
By automatically extracting arguments from text, we are able to tell not just what views are
being expressed, but also what are the reasons to believe those particular views. This is potentially
relevant to any kind of text mining application that is directed to argumentative text. Therefore,
interesting practical applications become visible in the horizon, such as:
• Legal cases and court decisions: Palau et al. [PM09] worked with texts in the legal domain
with the aim of automatically detecting and identifying arguments that are presented by
the parties involved (e.g., in a court trial), which may significantly enrich the information
retrieval capabilities on legal databases, as well as help professionals to evaluate and analyze
arguments in the legal domain;
• Scientific text: In the scientific community, every accepted proposition must be supported
by facts that can be proven. Therefore, the scientific domain is argumentative in nature.
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For instance, in the biomedical domain it is common to find documents presenting support-
ive evidences when trying to prove that a new experiment is more successful or relevant
than another one. The extraction and evaluation of arguments from scientific text can have
interesting applications in the process of scientific reasoning;
• User-generated content: argumentation mining can be seen as a natural extension of opinion
mining. The aim of opinion mining is to detect user’s appreciations or disappointments in
relation to something (products or services, for instance). A natural extension is to automat-
ically find the reasons that users provide to justify their point of view [SW12]. Another re-
search community that can benefit from advancements in argumentation mining research is
the recommendation systems community. Typically, recommendations presented by recom-
mender systems are based on the classifications that users give to some products or services
(e.g., using a 5-star classification). If we are able to know the reasons behind those clas-
sifications, we could build systems that better understand user preferences and, therefore,
would be able to give better recommendations [CMG09];
• Debates: Discussions of political issues, newspaper articles and opinion articles, are some of
the means where we can find relevant arguments for the general public, where tools that help
us to visualize, to understand and to evaluate arguments can have interesting applications.
Some researchers have explored this direction, including [GLPK14, BD10];
• Education: essays and exams are some of the documents that are written by students during
their academic activities, which constitute educational data that can be mined for purposes of
assessment and instruction. Other possible applications are: pedagogical tool for argumen-
tation courses, computer-supported peer review, computerized essay grading and large-scale
online courses [AS11];
• Multi agent systems: reasoning agents need to communicate with each other and apply
argumentation-based reasoning mechanisms to undertake the conflicts arising from their
different views of goals, beliefs, and actions [PM09]. Acquisition of knowledge in form of
arguments from external resources is also a possible application to this research area.
Preliminary research performed so far yield interesting results, motivating the exploration of
more applications in the field. However, before the rise of such applications, the state-of-the-art
on argumentation mining must be improved.
Research in the area of argumentation mining is very recent. Initial studies started to appear
only a few years ago and within specific domains such as legal texts, online reviews, and debates
[Sai12, MP11, CV12]. The growing interest in the topic is tangible. Only in the year 2014, at
least three international events occured: the first ACL workshop on the topic in Baltimore1 and
meetings dedicated to the topic in both Warsaw2 and Dundee3).
1http://www.uncg.edu/cmp/ArgMining2014/
2http://argdiap.pl/argdiap2014
3http://www.arg-tech.org/swam2014/
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Argumentation Mining is a growing research topic that spans across different research areas.
Some characteristics of natural language text and from the argumentation process make argumen-
tation mining a very challenging task and, therefore, an engaging problem. In addition, argumen-
tation mining is a research topic with potential for several applications.
1.2 Research Goals
The fundamental research questions that will be addressed in this thesis are the following:
• Given a text document, how to automatically segment the text into argumentative zones?
• How can the Argumentative Discourse Units (ADUs) boundaries be automatically identified
in free text?
• Is it possible to learn, from an annotated corpora, how to identify and extract arguments?
In this thesis, we aim to work on argumentation mining from text written in the Portuguese
language using supervised machine learning algorithms to automatically address some of the sub-
steps of the complete argumentation mining process. To achieve this goal using supervised ma-
chine learning algorithms, a set of labeled data (corpus) is required. To the best of our knowledge,
no such corpus exists. In this thesis, the creation of a corpus with arguments annotated from text
written in the Portuguese language will be introduced. To integrate the creation of a corpus with
the process of experimentation and creation of the models that we aim to build in order to address
some of the sub-steps of the argumentation mining process, the ArgMine Framework was created
and a detailed description of the components will be presented.
In sum, we have contributed in the following respects:
• computational models addressing the first two research questions mentioned above;
• critical analysis of the obtained results from the previously mentioned models, to answer the
third research question;
• creation of an annotated corpus with arguments from text written in Portuguese;
• an alignment of tools and processes that facilitate and partially automate argumentation
mining research (ArgMine Framework).
Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first work in argumentation mining
based on the Portuguese language and, this is the first attempt to build a corpora annotated with
arguments obtained from text written in Portuguese.
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1.3 Thesis Structure
The thesis is structured as follows:
Chapter 2 follows this introduction and presents the state-of-the-art in argumentation mining.
It introduces some important concepts and definitions that are central to understand the contents
of this thesis. In addition, some of the most influential work is presented.
Chapter 3 describes the ArgMine Framework, one of the major contributions of this work.
Chapter 4 describes the models that were built to address the first two subtasks of the argu-
mentation mining process. To address the first subtask of the argumentation mining process, Ar-
gumentative Sentence Detection (Section 4.1), a binary classifier is trained to detect argumentative
sentences from free text, using semi-supervised machine learning algorithms. From the critical
analysis of the obtained results from the task Argumentative Sentence Detection, we concluded
that the ambiguity associated to lexical clues transformed this intuitive set of features into an ir-
relevant set of features for the classifiers. In Section 4.2, we investigate if there is an additional
property (besides lexical information) that should be verified to consider a word as argumentative
keyword (namely, the syntactic role of the word in a given sentence). To address the second sub-
task of the argumentation mining process, ADU Boundary Detection (Section 4.3), a sequential
classifier is trained using supervised machine learning algorithms to identify the exact boundaries
of the ADU’s, given an argumentative sentence.
Finally, Chapter 5 presents the conclusions and points to directions of future work.
5
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Chapter 2
State-of-the-Art in Argumentation
Mining
This chapter focuses on the concepts and topics that are considered essential to the understanding
of the problem, research goals and position of this thesis in relation to other work in the field.
The chapter starts with an introduction to the fundamental concepts about argumentation.
Next, some of the most influential argumentation theories for the task of argumentation mining
are presented. Afterwards, the detailed argumentation mining process is explained. Then, the
state-of-the art on machine learning techniques used to address the task of argumentation mining
is presented. Finally, the state-of-the-art on argumentation tools is presented.
2.1 Argumentation Fundamentals
In this section some of the fundamental concepts about argumentation are presented. These con-
cepts will be repeatedly mentioned in this thesis and, therefore, a proper definition must be pre-
sented.
Argumentation is an ancient and vast topic that has been influenced by many fields such as
logic, philosophy and linguistics. Consequently, in the literature, there are several definitions for
each of the concepts presented in this section. The following definitions are based on the formu-
lation presented in [MP11, PM09]:
Definition 2.1. Argumentation Argumentation is the process by which arguments are con-
structed and handled. Handling arguments may involve comparing arguments, evaluating them
in some respects, and judging a constellation of arguments and counterarguments to consider
whether any of them are warranted according to some principled criterion.
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Definition 2.2. Proposition A Proposition is a simple declarative sentence that has a truth-
value (which is either true or false). A proposition is used to make a statement or assertion.
Definition 2.3. Argument An argument is composed by a set of at least two propositions,
being all of them premises, except maximum one, which is a conclusion. The conclusion corre-
sponds to the claim of the argument and can be obtained by one or more reasoning steps (i.e. steps
of deduction) from the premises. The premises, also called assumptions, are pieces of evidence
offered in support of a conclusion.
Definition 2.4. Premise A premise is a proposition that is a reason for, or objection against,
some claim. A premise is a statement presumed true within the context of an argument toward a
conclusion.
Definition 2.5. Conclusion A conclusion is a proposition that is supposed to be supported by
the premises. In the context of ordinary argumentation, the rational acceptability of a disputed
conclusion depends on both the truth of the premises and the soundness of the reasoning from the
premises to the conclusion.
In a general form, arguments are justifiable positions that are composed by at least two propo-
sitions (the conclusion and, at least one premise). The relation of support between the premises
and conclusion is the key characteristic that distinct arguments from other discourse structures.
As an example of an argument, consider the following two sentences:
“All men are mortal and Socrates is a man. Therefore, Socrates is mortal."
The conclusion presented in this example is “Socrates is mortal" and, the premises are “All
men are mortal" and “Socrates is a man". In this simple example, the relations of support between
the premises and conclusion are evident.
We can graphically represent an argument using an Argument Diagram. In an argument dia-
gram, nodes contain propositions (premise or conclusion) and, the indication of support or conflict
relations is made using arrows, which connect the premise node to the conclusion node. This rep-
resentation leads to the visualization of an argument as a graph structure. The corresponding
argument diagram for the example previously presented is shown in Figure 2.1.
An argument can be good or bad based on:
• how well the premises support the conclusion;
• the truth-value of the premises.
It is important to realize the difference between the structure of reasoning and the evaluation of
the quality of reasoning. In the former, the main concern is related with the principles of building
good argument structures and will be the subject of study in this thesis. But these principles do
8
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Figure 2.1: Example of an argument diagram
not guarantee that the argument is good. The evaluation of an argument’s quality brings further
considerations and different research questions that are outside the scope of this thesis.
2.2 Argumentation Theory
The discipline of argumentation has ancient roots in dialectics and philosophy and has been influ-
enced by many and diverse areas of knowledge, such as logic, rhetoric, law and computer science.
As a consequence, literature in argument representational models is rich and diverse.
The current state-of-the-art in argumentation does not afford a universally accepted theory
and, neither a theory that could be applied to every scenario. Currently, there exists a variety of
approaches that differ considerably in conceptualization, scope and degree of theoretical refine-
ment [vE01].
In this section, we will introduce some of the most influential proposed annotation theories for
argumentation, focusing on theories that highly influenced the development of argumentation min-
ing. Therefore, some important and influential research in argumentation theories that have been
designed to fulfill the requirements of other research areas, such as multi-agent systems research,
will not be described in this section. For instance, Dung [Dun95] proposed argumentation graphs,
which are superficially similar to the kinds of graphs used in this thesis, but were formulated for
different purposes. Dung representation of arguments allows for formally modeling the reasoning
process but, our concern, on the other hand, is related to the explicit representation of arguments
as they are presented in text documents. Similarly, van Eemeren and Grootendorst [vEG04] pre-
sented interesting aspects for argumentation but their goals are somewhat different.
One of the first examples to illustrate argumentative processes using argument diagrams was
presented by Richard Whately in 1836 [Wha36]. The method described by Whately consists of
figuring out the conclusion in the first place, and then trace the reasoning backward, in order to
retrieve the grounds (premises) in which the assertion was made. This process can be repeated
recursively, obtaining what Whately described as “chain of arguments". The diagram has many of
the basic characteristics of modern argument diagrams: statements are represented as nodes and
are connected by lines to make up a graph structure [RWM07].
One of the most influential works in the history of argumentation theory was the work devel-
oped by Stephen E. Toulmin [Tou58]. Since Toulmin did not agree with the simplistic view of an
argument as composed of premises and conclusions, he investigated the actual use of arguments
9
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in order to identify different roles that argument components can play in argumentation.
Toulmin proposed an argumentation scheme containing six functional roles:
• Claim: The statement being argued;
• Data: The facts or evidence used to prove the claim;
• Warrant: The general (and hypothetical) logical statement authorizing our movement from
the data to the claim;
• Backing: Statements that serve to support the warrants;
• Rebuttal: Counter-argument or statement recognizing the circumstances when the general
argument does not hold true;
• Qualifier: Statements expressing the speaker’s degree of force or certainty concerning the
claim.
In 1991, Freeman integrated Toulmin’s ideas into the argument diagramming techniques of
the informal logic tradition [Fre91]. One of the most innovative features introduced by Freeman
diagrams was the indication of supposition. A premise can be considered valid only provisionally
in order to allow the dialog to continue, and the conclusion can be considered only hypothetical
(depending on the stated assumptions). However, one of the most important features introduced by
Freeman, in the perspective of argumentation mining, is the distinction between linked and conver-
gent arguments. He recognized two different structures for arguments that should be distinguished
in the argument diagram representation:
• convergent arguments: the premises are independent lines of reasoning supporting the con-
clusion;
• linked arguments: the premises must be combined (they work together) in order to support
the conclusion.
In Figure 2.2, the difference in terms of graphical representation between these two kind of argu-
ment structures is shown, as defined by Freeman.
Finally, the argumentation theory proposed by Walton defines the theory of argumentation
schemes [Wal96]. This theory defines stereotypical patterns of reasoning and has been used ex-
tensively for the analysis of argumentative text.
Argumentation schemes are argument forms that represent general inferential structures of ar-
guments. They could be seen as templates for different types of arguments. Arguments found
in texts are understood as instances of abstract argumentation schemes. A large catalog of these
schemes is provided in [Wal96].
Each argumentation scheme is typically defined by a set of abstract templates for sequence
of premises, an abstract template for the conclusion proposition, a set of keywords and a set of
10
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Figure 2.2: Freeman’s approach to convergent (left) and linked (right) arguments, [Fre91]
critical questions. Each abstract template of propositions is described in the general case contain-
ing some variables that need to be instantiated in a concrete example. One of the most interesting
characteristics of argumentation schemes is the set of critical questions associated to each of them.
These critical questions can be used to validate the applicability of that specific argumentation
scheme to a specific example or, to evaluate a given argument in a particular case and in relation
to the context in which the argument occurred. Besides helping in the evaluation of arguments,
argumentation schemes can also be used to add missing parts of arguments (often, in the form of
implicit propositions, also known as enthymemes). Comparing the argumentation scheme with
the argument presented in the text, the missing parts can be easily derived. This observation can
have applications in refinement of argument structures or in the detection of missing steps in the
reasoning that originated the argument.
From all theories of argumentation that were analyzed, we conclude that most of them assume
that the elementary units of an argument can be classified as premises and conclusions. How-
ever, over the years, more complex representations have been presented. A detailed overview of
the use of argument diagramming techniques to represent the structure of arguments is presented
in [RWM07].
So far, theories of argumentation and diagramming techniques were presented to represent the
structure of arguments in a general and abstract way. However, when Argumentation Mining is
applied to free text, it is dependent of the characteristics and discourse structure of the text. There-
fore, further considerations should be made, when it comes to represent the arguments contained
in free text. While argumentation theories often assume that the argumentative components are
given, a practical and segment-based argumentation mining system has to cope with the linguistic
style of the author and the peculiarities of the segmentation process [PS13]. In linguistics, theories
of discourse structure have been studied for a long time and several theories have been formalized
[Coh87, MT88, Mar00]. Most of these discourse theories assume that any text can be partitioned
into a sequence of non-overlapping elementary textual units and that a discourse structure can be
associated with the text to represent the relations between elementary textual units. These theories
differ mainly in the definition of elementary units and, in the nature and number of different types
of relations.
One of the most accepted discourse theories is Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST) [MT88].
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The authors of this theory formulated a set of 23 rhetorical relations that hold between two el-
ementary units of text, such as evidence, contrast, elaboration, amongst others. Each relation
defines a specific role that an elementary unit plays in relation to the other. One of the essential
steps in characterizing the discourse structure of a text is to determine the elementary discourse
units (EDUs), which are the building blocks of a discourse tree. In RST, the elementary units
are classified between nucleus and satellite. The nucleus is more central to the writer’s purpose
and is interpretable independently. The satellite is less central and generally is only interpretable
with respect to the nucleus. A manual for EDU segmentation that follows the principles of RST
is presented in [CM01]. As defined in this annotation manual, the elementary discourse units are
non-overlapping spans of text (denominated as “clauses" in the manual). A sentence can contain
several EDUs but, on the other side, an EDU cannot contain a span of text from more than one sen-
tence. A set of lexical and syntactic discourse segmentation rules were defined, which are mainly
based on discourse markers, conjunctions, verbal forms and punctuation marks. These rules help
the annotator in the process of finding the boundaries that separate two adjacent EDUs and, help
on understanding the characteristics that are required to consider a span of text as an EDU. For in-
stance, one of the rules indicates that an EDU always has to include a verb. Another rule indicates
that if a sentence includes a discourse marker (e.g. “because", “if", “but", amongst others) it has
to be separated into two EDUs (if the resulting EDUs include a verb).
The elementary units are related pair-wise and can be hierarchically organized into an entire
discourse tree that represents the full text.
Even though the tasks of explaining the coherence of text (the goal of RST) and capturing
the argumentative content found in a text are not identical, some researchers employed RST to
represent the argumentation structure contained in the text [Gre10, Aza99]. Namely in [Aza99],
the author adopted the RST framework, determining the five RST relations (from the twenty-three
originally defined by Mann and Thompson [MT88]) that are of interest to represent the argumenta-
tive structure. As pointed in [PS13] there are some limitations when adapting the RST to represent
the arguments contained in the text.
The formalism followed in this thesis to define the internal structure of an argument deter-
mines that each elementary unit can be classified between premise and conclusion. To represent
relations between elementary units we define that they can be related using convergent and linked
arguments, as introduced by [Fre91].
We have chosen this formalism as the basis of our work due to the following reasons:
• it is the simplest argumentation structure that allows to express the arguments contained
within a piece of natural language text;
• it is the most used and accepted argumentation theory by current research in argumentation
mining;
• in order to make the process of annotating arguments from text more intuitive for annotators.
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2.3 Argumentation Mining Process
The full task of argumentation mining can be decomposed into several subtasks. The formulation
of the argumentation mining process used in this thesis is based on the work presented in [PS15].
The subtasks to be addressed are the following:
• Text segmentation: splitting the original text in elementary discourse units (EDUs). This is
a step commonly performed in discourse parsing tasks. Typically an EDU corresponds to a
sentence or clause, depending on the task being addressed;
• Identification of argumentative discourse units (ADUs): Identification and extraction of
the minimal units of arguments (ADUs). It involves discarding argumentatively irrelevant
EDUs, joining adjacent EDUs to form larger ADUs or partition of EDUs into several ADUs;
• ADU type classification: determining the type of argumentative unit. Classification of each
ADU into the different types of argument components;
• Relation identification: establish the relations between individual ADUs, leading to a set of
incomplete argument diagrams (the arrows are unlabeled for each argument diagram);
• Relation type classification: classify the type of argumentative relation, leading to a set of
complete argument diagrams.
In the Text segmentation subtask, typically performed in natural language problems, is similar
in nature to that of finding the elementary discourse units in discourse parsing. Commonly, sen-
tence boundaries are considered to be EDU boundaries but, in addition, complex sentences may
be broken into several EDUs, which generally correspond to clauses.
For the specific case of argumentation mining, [PS13] refers to these “minimal unit of analy-
sis” as Argumentative Discourse Units (ADUs).
Definition 2.6 Argumentative Discourse Units (ADUs) Argumentative Discourse Units are non-
overlapping spans of text corresponding to the minimal units of arguments.
An ADU may not always be as small as an EDU, for example, "when two EDUs are joined by
some coherence relation that is irrelevant for argumentation, the resulting complex might be the
better ADU, when it collectively plays some specific role in the argumentation." [PS13, p. 21].
However, on the other side, it can also happen that an EDU should be broken in several ADUs,
for example, when premises and conclusions are presented in the same sentence. For this reason,
methods to automatically identify and extract ADUs from free text or methods that extract the
ADUs from the EDUs previously obtained, have both to be explored specifically for the task of
argumentation mining (Identification of argumentative discourse units subtask).
Following the formalism to represent an argument that will be used in this thesis, ADUs can be
further classified between premise or conclusion, depending on the role that each ADU is playing
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in the argument (ADU type classification subtask). Therefore, the definition of ADU used in this
thesis is completed with the definitions of Premise (Definition 2.4) and Conclusion (Definition 2.5)
presented in Section 2.1.
The last two substeps of the argumentation mining process are related to the connection be-
tween premises and conclusions in order to build the final argument diagram. First, from all the
premises and conclusions extracted from the text in the previous substeps, we have to connect
premises to the conclusions that they support or attack (Relation Identification subtask). After this
step, we will obtain a set of incomplete argument structures. Finally, in the subtask Relation type
classification, each connection is classified between the type of relations defined by the formalism
used to represent the argument structure. Following the argumentation structure that will be used
in this thesis, we aim to classify each relation between support or attack. A relation of support
means that the premise contains evidence in support of the conclusion and, on the other side, a
relation of attack means that the premise presents evidence that contradict the conclusion.
In this thesis, we will address the first two subtasks of the argumentation mining process de-
scribed above. Therefore, in the end, instead of the complete argument diagram we aim to identify
and extract the argumentative discourse units presented in the text. This implies determining the
sentences of the text that contain argumentative content and the identification of the exact bound-
aries of the argumentative discourse units presented in argumentative text.
2.4 Approaches to Argumentation Mining
The aim of machine learning is the study of algorithms that at some task T improve their perfor-
mance P, based on the experience E [Mit97]. Based on a set of examples, a learning algorithm
creates a model relating outputs to inputs that fits these examples and, the goal is to learn a model
that generalizes well for unseen examples.
Next, we will introduce the current state-of-the-art in relation to the approaches that have been
used to address the task of argumentation mining. Current approaches to automatic analysis of
argumentative content in text usually follow the supervised machine learning paradigm. After,
we present the current state-of-the-art using semi-supervised machine learning techniques and we
motivate the use of this paradigm to approach the problems that we are trying to solve.
2.4.1 Supervised Learning
The aim of supervised machine learning is to create a model that maps inputs to outputs given a set
of input and desired output pairs. The supervised machine learning algorithm analyzes the training
examples and infers a function, which can be used to map new examples. In order to obtain good
performances in unseen data, the model should be able to generalize well from the training data.
One of the first works devoted to the identification of arguments in text was Argumentative
Zoning [TM02], whose aim is the segmentation of a discourse into discourse segments or zones,
each playing a specific rhetoric role in the text. Teufel et al. presented an algorithm which, on the
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basis of the annotated scientific articles, classifies the content into a fixed set of seven rhetorical
categories.
The aim of argumentation mining is different from argumentative zoning. In the former, we
are not only interested in classifying each text segment by their argumentative function, but we
also aim to automatically identify the argumentative relations between each argumentative com-
ponent, leading to the detection of full argument diagrams.
One of the first attempts to apply this kind of techniques to the task of argumentation mining
and, one the most influential is presented in [MBPR07, PM09]. In their work, they analyze the
main research questions of the entire argumentation mining process. Also, they present the differ-
ent methods studied and developed in order to approach the challenges of argumentation mining
applied to legal texts. They used two corpora to develop their work: the Araucaria corpus [Ree06]
and the ECHR corpus. The first corpus is a general corpus where the data was collected from 19
newspapers, 4 parliamentary records, 5 court reports, 6 magazines and 14 further online discussion
boards and “cause" sources. The second corpus is composed by a set of documents extracted from
legal texts of the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR). The ECHR developed a standard
type of reasoning and structure of argumentation. Therefore, its documents are an interesting test
set for argumentation analysis. The set of annotated arguments from both corpora were manually
annotated by experts.
The first task addressed by Mochales and Moens, the detection of argumentative sentences,
is seen as a classification problem. In their work, they made the assumption that the ADUs are
complete sentences. Due to the fact that legal texts “normally present premise and conclusion
in subordinate sentences or independent sentences instead of subclauses" [PM09, p. 101], they
argue that this assumption is viable. Then, each sentence is represented as a vector of features
and a classifier is trained on examples that were manually annotated. They used generic features
involving lexical, syntactic, semantic and discourse properties that can easily be extracted from
the texts. The detailed list of features can be found in [PM09]. They reported 73% of accuracy
in the Araucaria corpus and 80% of accuracy in the ECHR corpus, using the maximum entropy
model.
Next, Mochales and Moens studied the classification of each argumentative proposition into
premise and conclusion. Again, their approach is to formalize this problem as a binary classifica-
tion problem and to work with statistical classifiers. For this task, they used a more sophisticated
set of features. They preserved three features from the previous task related to the general struc-
ture of the text and sentence. In addition, they introduced features related to the argumentative
category (among 5 categories defined by the authors of this work), a binary feature indicating
the presence of a reference to a law article in the sentence (typically found in premises of legal
texts), the type of rhetorical pattern occurring on current, previous and next sentence among 5
types defined by the authors (Support, Against, Conclusion, Other or None), amongst others. The
complete description of all the features used can be found in [PM09]. They reported F1-score of
68,12% and 74,07% for proposition classification into premise or conclusion respectively, using
a support vector machine (SVM) as classifier.
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For the last task, detection of the argumentation structure, Mochales and Moens used a dif-
ferent approach. Instead of a machine learning approach, they manually derived rules that are
grouped into a context-free grammar (CFG). Since argumentative parsing is a difficult task, they
restricted their research to a limited complexity. They focus on the legal domain and they derived
the rules for the CFG based on information extracted from 10 ECHR documents. They reported
60% accuracy in detecting the argumentation structures.
As the field of argumentation mining continued its growth, an increasing number of contribu-
tions and different methods have been explored by the community in the last years.
Rosenthal and McKeown [RM12] automatically determined whether a sentence is a claim us-
ing logistic regression. They used lexical and sentiment-related features and achieved accuracies
between 66% and 71%. Park and Cardie [PC14] classified propositions in user comments into
three classes (verifiable experiential, verifiable non-experiential and unverifiable) using SVM and
reached 0.69 macro F1-score. Goudas et al. [GLPK14] identified premises in Greek social me-
dia texts using a two-step approach. In the first step, they classified each sentence as “sentence
containing arguments" and “sentence that don’t contain arguments" (argumentative sentence de-
tection). In the second step, they try to identify the exact fragments that contain the premises.
They represented each argumentative sentence using BIO encoding. The BIO encoding seeks to
classify each token with a single tag from the following set:
• “B-X" represents the begin of a segment of type X. It must be applied on the first token of a
segment;
• “I-X" represents a token as being inside a segment of type X. It must be applied on any
token inside a segment, except the first and last ones;
• “O" represents a token as being outside a segment. It must be applied on any token that is
not contained inside a segment.
Utilizing conditional random fields as sequential model, they achieved 0.42 F1-score for iden-
tification of premises. Boltužic´ and Snajder [Bn15] employed hierarchical clustering to cluster
arguments in online debates using embeddings projection, performing intrinsic evaluation of the
clusters. Rooney et al. [RWB12] classified sentences into four categories (conclusion, premise,
conclusion-premise and none) achieving 0.65 of accuracy. They worked with the Araucaria cor-
pus and they assume the text is already segmented into argument components. Stab and Gurevych
[SG14] classified argument components into four categories (premise, claim, major claim, non-
argumentative) using SVM and, achieved 0.73 macro F1-score. Also, they classified argument
relations (support and attack) reaching 0.72 macro F1-score. They worked in a dataset of persua-
sive essays.
Reed and Lawrence, in [LR15], demonstrated that combining different techniques can lead to
significant increases in performance for the task of argumentation mining comparing to the per-
formance of any individual technique. These results contrast with some other areas of text mining
and machine learning where combining different techniques is either not possible or else yields
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only marginal improvements. First, they explored individually three different techniques that have
been applied to this problem and drawn some conclusions from the analysis of their performances.
The techniques explored were supervised machine learning using argumentation schemes, topic
modeling and purely linguistic methods. From the strengths and weaknesses observed for each
technique, they conceived an algorithm that combined each of the techniques previously men-
tioned. They achieved F1-score of 0.83 for determining connections between propositions and
reported results that are very close to a manual analysis of the same text. The results are based on
correctly identified connections when compared to the manual analysis. Notice that these results
were obtained considering the task of determining the argumentative structure from a piece of text
which has already been split into its component propositions.
Then, in the same work [LR15], Reed and Lawrence addressed the subtask of identification of
the ADUs using a technique called Propositional Boundary Learning [LRA+14]. This technique
uses two naïve Bayes classifiers, one of them to determine the first word of a proposition and,
the other, to determine the last word. First, the original text is split into words. After, a list of
features is calculated for each word. The detailed list of features used can be found in [LR15].
Then, the classifiers are trained using a set of manually annotated training data. Using this method
they reported a 32% increase in accuracy over simply segmenting the text into sentences, when
compared to argumentative components identified by a manual analysis process.
In order to be able to learn, supervised machine learning algorithms need a considerable
amount of labeled data. However, annotating arguments in discourse is costly, error-prone and re-
quires some training or basic knowledge of argumentation concepts. Therefore, it is very difficult
to get an annotated corpora with a sufficient number of annotations to train supervised machine
learning algorithms. This is one of the biggest challenges that the argumentation mining com-
munity faces currently. Another problem reported by several researchers is that the models are
domain dependent. Since some of the features used in current state-of-the-art implementations are
based on lexical information (such as keywords, cue phrases, word couples, etc) and the corpora
used to train the algorithms are domain specific, the models are unable to generalize well for texts
from other domains. To overcome this problem, semi-supervised machine learning algorithms can
be applied to gain more information by exploring unlabeled datasets.
Next, we will present the state-of-the-art using semi-supervised learning algorithms for argu-
mentation mining.
2.4.2 Semi-Supervised Learning
Semi-supervised falls between unsupervised learning (without labeled training examples) and su-
pervised learning (with labeled training examples). In this case, some of the training examples are
labeled and others are not labeled. Using semi-supervised learning methods we are able to make
use of this additional unlabeled data to better generalize the models to unseen data.
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Habernal and Gurevych, in [HG15], studied whether leveraging unlabeled data in a semi-
supervised manner can boost the performance of argument component identification and to which
extent is the approach independent of domain and register. This corresponds to one of the first
works attempting to explore the semi-supervised machine learning paradigm in argumentation
mining.
The argumentation model used was a variation of the Toulmin model presented in Section 2.2.
There are five different components in this model: claim, premise, backing, rebuttal and refutation.
Relations between argument components are implicitly encoded in the model. They approach the
task of identification of the ADUs as a sequence tagging problem and employ SV Mhmm. They
represent the original text using BIO encoding. Therefore, each token is labeled with one of the
11 possible labels (5 types of argument components * (B or I tag) + one O tag).
They proposed novel features that exploit clustering of unlabeled data from debate portals
based on a word embeddings representation.
They divided the feature set into what they call baseline features and unsupervised features.
The baseline features are features typically used in the supervised machine learning methods:
Lexical baseline (FS0), structural and syntactic features (FS1), sentiment and topic features (FS2),
semantic and discourse features (FS3). They enrich the previously mentioned set of features with
“unsupervised features”, obtained from external large unlabeled resources. They assume that the
posts from unlabeled debate portals contain valuable information that will help classifying argu-
ments in labeled data. In order to do so, they employ clustering based on latent semantics, which
they formalize as argument space features (FS4). They take data from the debate portals, project
them into a latent space using word embeddings and cluster them. They observed that vectors
belonging to the same cluster in the latent vector space exhibit some interesting properties, such
as semantic similarity. Then, they project each sentence in the labeled data to the latent vector
space, compute its distance vector to all cluster centroids, and encode this distance vector directly
as real-valued features. Therefore, each sentence can be labeled as belonging to each cluster with
a certain weight.
Using this method they significantly improved the performance on the task of ADU type classi-
fication and outperform some state-of-the-art baselines. While the performance of the argumenta-
tion mining system decreased in cross-validation scenario, they gained almost 100% improvement
in cross-domain and cross-register settings (different type of data such as news articles, forum
posts, blogs, amongst others).
2.5 Argumentation Tools
In this section, some state-of-the-art tools for argumentation will be presented.
OVA (Online Visualization of Argument) 1 is a browser based tool developed by ARG-tech:
Center for Argument Technology 2 that is hosted at the University of Dundee that supports the
1http://ova.computing.dundee.ac.uk
2http://www.arg-tech.org/
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visualization and analysis of arguments from text in a web interface and follows the most recent
standards on representation of arguments. This tool provides a drag-and-drop interface to ana-
lyze arguments from text and visualize the corresponding argument diagram in a user-friendly and
intuitive way. We can save the resulting annotation (argument diagram that represents all the argu-
ments contained in the text) in a JSON file, where the information is structured according to AIF
(Argument Interchange Format). Also, we can save it directly into AIFdb 3.
AIF is a specification to represent the structure of arguments that was the result of an interna-
tional effort to develop one specification that could allow the exchange of argumentation resources
between different platforms and tools [CMM+06].
AIFdb is a database that allows the storage and retrieval of AIF compliant argument structures.
AIFdb offers some web services allowing the user to interact with the stored arguments. For in-
stance, it offers a search interface to locate and visualize the arguments contained in the database.
In addition, this resource is commonly used by researchers to store the annotations, and to make
the annotations publicly available for other researchers in the community.
Other argument diagramming tools exist beside OVA, such as Rationale 4, Carneades 5, iLo-
gos6, amongst others. From our understanding, OVA is the most user-friendly and intuitive tool to
annotate arguments from text, it allows to save the annotations in a standard format, is web based
(the annotators do not have to download any specific software, they can do everything on the web)
and, because the argumentation diagramming process is according to the argumentation theory
that will be used in this thesis, OVA was the argument diagramming tool chosen to integrate with
the annotation platform of the ArgMine Framework, which we describe in Chapter 3.
3http://www.aifdb.org
4http://www.reasoninglab.com/rationale/
5http://carneades.github.io/
6http://www.phil.cmu.edu/projects/argument_mapping/
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Chapter 3
ArgMine Framework
This chapter presents the ArgMine Framework, which aims to integrate the process of creating an
annotated corpus with arguments and the semi-automated process of selection and experimentation
of different models and relevant features in different steps of the argumentation mining process.
Typical approaches to argumentation mining follow the supervised machine learning paradigm,
in which a set of labeled data (corpus) is necessary in order to build a model that learns how to
map inputs to the desired outputs. For the task of argumentation mining, the inputs are natural
language texts, and the outputs are argument diagrams, which represent the structure of the ar-
guments contained within the text. In this thesis, we aim to study argumentation mining applied
to texts written in the Portuguese language. Therefore, a corpus containing texts annotated with
arguments in the Portuguese language is required. However, to the best of our knowledge, no such
corpus exists. Thus, we have created an annotation platform, in which the creation of an annotated
corpus with arguments from texts written in the Portuguese language is taking place. A detailed
description of this annotation platform can be found in Section 3.1.
As described in Section 2.3, the argumentation mining process can be divided in several sub-
tasks. Each subtask is related to a specific problem in the whole argumentation mining process
and, the creation of models that can be used to automatically execute each of the subtasks may
require the exploration of different machine learning and natural language methods. Besides the
differences between each of the subtasks, all of them have to be integrated with the annotation
platform, from which the data that will be used to train the machine learning algorithms is gen-
erated. Both processes, the creation of an annotated corpus and the creation of models to address
some of the subtasks of the argumentation mining process, are in a initial stage and being de-
veloped simultaneously, which poses several challenges. One of the main challenges is given by
the fact that at the moment that this document was written there was no available corpus contain-
ing text documents written in Portuguese and annotated with arguments, which has the following
characteristics: stability and inclusion of high quantity and quality of annotations. In the ArgMine
corpus, which will be described in Section 3.2, the number of available annotations is low, al-
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though increasing over time. Moreover, the quality of the available data may also be changing
over time. Since the number of available annotations is low, it is necessary to continually update
the dataset used by machine learning algorithms in order to increase the number of examples from
which they can learn in a manner that is useful to address a specific task. In this dynamic scenario,
some of the assumptions made when creating the models or even what the models learned from
the previous version of the dataset, can be not valid for an updated version of the dataset. For
this reason, different methods may be required and new experimentations need to be run. In this
way, the semi-automation of the process of experimentation can be helpful in the development of
models for each of the subtasks in the argumentation mining process.
For these reasons, the ArgMine Framework was created. This framework aims to integrate the
creation of a corpus containing news articles annotated with arguments in the Portuguese language
and the semi-automated process of selection and experimentation of different models and relevant
features for different steps in the argumentation mining process [RCT16].
The main guideline followed for the implementation of the ArgMine Framework was that it
should be modular and easy to adapt for different tasks in the argumentation mining process. It
should be modular in order to allow experimentation of some components of the framework main-
taining the remaining components unchanged. This is particularly important when dealing with a
changing corpus and when we aim to understand the influence of some components in the system.
In future work, we expect to integrate all the models obtained after addressing each subtask of the
argumentation mining process, to automatically identify and extract the arguments contained in
texts written in the Portuguese language. In this sense, we aim to continually use this framework
when addressing each of the subtasks mentioned in Section 2.3.
The main programming language chosen for the implementation of the framework was Python
due to the following reasons:
• this programming language has been widely used by the natural language processing com-
munity and, therefore, some useful linguistic resources are publicly available;
• useful tools to work with machine learning algorithms and techniques are available, such as,
scikit-learn [PVG+11], NumPy, SciPy, matplotlib, CRFsuite, amongst others;
• Python is relatively easy to work with text documents, HTML, XML and JSON files, which
are useful to process some of the resources that have to be used in this framework.
To implement the annotation platform, the following programming languages were also used:
SQLite, HTML, CSS, PHP and JavaScript.
In terms of architectural pattern, the framework follows the Pipes and Filters pattern, in which
a sequence of processing components (Pipes), each performing a specific function, are connected
by channels (Filters). Each component receives the data in a specific format from the previous
component in the pipeline, transforms it according to its specific function and outputs the resulting
data to be processed by the next component in the pipeline.
Designing the framework following the Pipes and Filters architectural pattern has the following
advantages:
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• captures the natural process of a software implementation that performs natural language
processing and uses machine learning algorithms. The process is typically characterized by
a set of transformations that are made to the original natural language text in order to trans-
form it into a set of representative features suitable as input for machine learning algorithms
and techniques;
• allows the reuse of some components that are common to different steps in the argumenta-
tion mining process, facilitating the integration and adaptation between different subtasks
of the argumentation mining process. For instance, the integration of the ArgMine corpus
with the Data Preparation component in the Machine Learning Module;
• allows the easy integration and experimentation of different methods in each of the compo-
nents of the framework, without requiring changes in other components.
The ArgMine Framework is composed by a set of components depicted in Figure 3.1. We can
divide the complete set of components in two high-level modules:
• Corpus Creation Module: set of components related to the creation of an annotated corpus
with arguments from Portuguese news articles;
• Machine Learning Module: set of components related to the natural language processing
and machine learning process.
Figure 3.1: ArgMine Framework general architecture. The full-line area delimits the Corpus
Creation Module, while the dashed-line area delimits the Machine Learning Module.
In the following sections, each component of the ArgMine Framework is described. Section 3.1 is
dedicated to the description of the Annotation Platform component and Section 3.2 to the descrip-
tion of the ArgMine Corpus, both from the Corpus Creation Module. In Section 3.3 a description
of the Machine Learning Module is presented. Finally, Section 3.4 describes the integration of
the models created to address some of the subtasks of the argumentation mining process in the
Annotation Platform.
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3.1 Annotation Platform
Supervised machine learning algorithms need a set of labeled data (corpus) in order to build a
model that learns how to map inputs to the desired outputs. For the task of argumentation mining,
the inputs are natural language texts written in Portuguese and the desired outputs are argument
diagrams corresponding to the structure of the arguments contained within the text.
To the best of our knowledge, an available corpora satisfying the requirements previously de-
scribed does not exist. Since these annotations are required in order to apply supervised machine
learning algorithms, we started to gather annotations from human annotators. The outputs of these
annotations are argument diagrams, which are graph structures. In order to facilitate the process
of annotation an intuitive tool to represent such argument diagrams is required. Thus, we have cre-
ated an online and publicly available platform1 where annotators can access news articles written
in Portuguese and, in an intuitive way, identify and annotate the arguments presented in the text in
the form of argument diagrams. In this annotation platform, it is also possible to find educational
material that was built with the purpose of presenting valuable information to the annotators about
the topic, explaining how to use the platform and to give some tips about argument diagramming,
as shown in Figure 3.2.
Figure 3.2: “Anotar Argumentos" section of the Annotation Platform, in which some information
related to the annotation process is available.
In order to build this platform, we performed a study of the current state-of-the-art on argu-
mentation tools that could be useful for this task, as described in Section 2.5.
From all the tools analyzed, we decided to integrate the annotation platform with two external
1https://web.fe.up.pt/~ei11124/argmine/
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tools, namely OVA [JLR14] and AIFdb [LR14]. The main advantages to use these tools are the
following:
• the annotation process can be performed completely online (which avoids local installations
and software setups that could difficult the annotation process);
• OVA interface allows an intuitive annotation of arguments from text (using a drag-and-drop
interface);
• OVA offers the possibility to save the resulting annotation in the AIF standard and to save
these annotations in the AIFdb;
• AIFdb offers web services that allows us to search and visualize the collection of annota-
tions;
• both tools have been widely used and are well recognized in the argumentation mining
community.
In the annotation platform, each annotator can find a collection of news articles, namely opinion
articles. The news articles were provided by SAPO Labs2. From the different types and sources
of news provided by SAPO Labs we focused on opinion articles. An opinion article is an article,
published in a newspaper, that reflects the author’s opinion about a specific subject. One of the
advantages to work with this type of news articles, in relation to other types of articles, is the richer
argumentative content that is typically presented in an opinion article text. On the other hand, one
of the disadvantages is the fact that authors tend to use refined vocabulary which can make the in-
terpretation of the text more challenging. In addition, different authors tend to use different writing
styles which creates some variability in the analyzed texts, and in turn complicates the task to the
machine learning algorithms. Another typical characteristic of opinion articles is the length of the
articles, which are typically longer comparing to other types of news articles. Since the length
of text can increase the time consumed in the annotation of each opinion article, we decided to
present the opinion articles segmented by paragraphs in order to reduce the complexity of the task.
This means that each article is divided in several parts (by paragraph) and each part is presented as
a different annotation document to the annotator. This decision can have some drawbacks: when
the argument is spread in several paragraphs, it is impossible to annotate it because each part of
the argument will be presented in different documents; moreover, in some situations it can happen
that some information in the remaining parts of the document could be useful and/or necessary
to detect the arguments presented in one of the parts of the document. In the first case, we as-
sume that this situation will not occur too often. A paragraph corresponds to a distinct section in
a document, usually dealing with a single theme and terminated by a new line. Since arguments
have to be about some topic and changes in topic can indicate that different arguments are being
expressed, as explored in [LR15], then this assumption seems reasonable. However, in some sit-
uations, arguments can in fact be spread in several paragraphs. Typically, in these situations, the
2http://labs.sapo.pt/
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arguments that are being presented require complex reasoning and knowledge about the world,
since they lack of lexical and syntactic cues (because the parts of each argument are not presented
in a contiguous sequence). This kind of arguments are very difficult to address. Since, in this
thesis, we assume that argumentative discourse units occur in a contiguous sequence, this kind of
arguments are out of scope for the models that we aim to build at this moment. In the second case,
negative consequences of this decision were already experienced during the development of this
thesis. In these situations some information contained in other paragraphs of the news article are
essential or, at least, helpful to the understanding of the arguments in a specific paragraph. For
instance, pronouns that are presented in the current paragraph which mention some entity referred
in other paragraph in the same news article. Not knowing the entity that the pronoun is referring
to, can make the detection and identification of the arguments contained in the paragraph more
difficult and/or ambiguous.
Figure 3.3: Opinion article annotated with arguments
In the annotation platform, after selecting a particular news article, the annotator is redirected
to the OVA interface, as shown in Figure 3.3. In the left side of the OVA interface, the selected
news article is presented. As explained in Section 2.5, the drag-and-drop interface of OVA allows
users to select a piece of text presented in the left side of the interface (drag) and, after clicking the
interface in the right side, the selected text will be inserted in a rectangular figure (representing a
node in the argument diagram) on the right side of the interface (drop). In order to complete the
annotation, the interface allows the annotator to connect nodes with arrows, which can be used
to indicate relations of support or conflict between two nodes. When the annotation of the argu-
ments contained within the text is completed, the annotator can save the corresponding argument
diagram in AIFdb. We created a corpus in the AIFdb database, the ArgMine Corpus3, in which all
the annotations obtained from the annotation platform are being collected. Storing the annotations
3http://www.arg.dundee.ac.uk/aif-corpora/ArgMine
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in this database have the following advantages: it allows us to save and retrieve the annotations in
the standard Argument Interchange Format (AIF) and it allows the online and free access to this
corpus by researchers in the community.
3.2 ArgMine Corpus
In order to successfully apply machine learning algorithms, a good training corpus is crucial.
The training corpus contains the instances (or examples) from which machine learning algorithms
generate models to automatically address some specific task. Therefore, creating a collection of
annotated documents (corpus) with arguments is an important requirement in order to address any
subtask in the argumentation mining process.
Constructing an annotated corpora is, in general, a complex and time-consuming task, which
can require knowledge of human experts in the field and a platform to facilitate the annotation pro-
cess. Providing a set of guidelines that should be followed by annotators is a means to ensure that
this task is performed with a shared understanding of the problem and expected outputs by every
annotator. Creating a corpus for argumentation mining is very challenging, due to the following
characteristics of the task [LT16, HEKG14, MI09]:
• the identification and detection of arguments from text is complex and requires good inter-
pretation skills;
• constructing argument diagrams from text, which requires understanding the arguments that
are being made and how each of the components of the argument are related to each other,
can be quite complicated (and controversial in some situations) even for humans;
• the fuzziness of unit boundaries can hamper some stages of the argumentation mining pro-
cess (e.g. transforming annotation into training instances for a specific task) and inter-
annotator agreement (IAA) metrics.
Addressing a complex task, such as argumentation mining, using machine learning algorithms
requires a corpus with high quality and quantity of annotations. To measure the quality of the
obtained annotations, inter-annotator agreement measures are typically employed. These mea-
sures require that different annotators should annotate the same document, in order to evaluate the
agreement shared by different annotators in relation to the annotation of a particular document.
In order to create an argumentation corpus, there are some characteristics of the corpus that
have to be defined according to the characteristics of the tasks that require the annotated corpus
[LT16]: granularity of input, genre of input, argument model, granularity of target, and goal of
analysis. The ArgMine Corpus was created targeting the complete argumentation mining process
and can be described with the following characteristics:
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• genre of input: news written in Portuguese, including general news articles (without any
filter) and opinion articles which are presented by paragraph. Topics and writing styles may
vary between different articles;
• granularity of input: we consider the detail of analysis at the intra-sentence level in order to
allow annotations of intra-sentence argumentative discourse units boundaries;
• argument model: to represent the internal structure of an argument we follow the conclu-
sion/premise model and, relations between ADUs are represented using convergent and
linked arguments, as defined in Section 2.2;
• target: full argument diagram, in which premises and conclusions are connected using con-
vergent or linked arguments;
• goal: argument detection, ADU boundaries identification, ADU classification and relation
prediction.
The ArgMine Corpus is at an early creation stage. At the time of this writing, the ArgMine Corpus
contains a total of 215 annotations: each annotation corresponds to the complete argument dia-
gram of all the arguments presented in a text document (e.g. paragraph of an opinion article).
Due to the low number of annotations that were submitted to the ArgMine Corpus and due
to the characteristics of annotating arguments from text that were previously described (such as,
fuzziness of argument components boundaries, controversial task, complex representation of the
arguments contained in a text document), we did not calculate inter-annotator agreement metrics
for the current state of the ArgMine Corpus. Instead, a manual analysis of the obtained annotations
was made in order to evaluate their quality. From this analysis, we can conclude that the anno-
tations that will be considered, in this thesis, to address some steps in the argumentation mining
process have good quality but low inter-annotator agreement, since the annotators often agree in
the main (or more evident) arguments that are being made in the text but, on the other side, often
disagree in some of the components or arguments that are more difficult to identify or, that require
a fine-grained analysis of the arguments that are being made. We also observed that in some sit-
uations even if annotators tended to identify essentially the same argumentative component, the
boundaries differed slightly. For instance, one of the most common situations occurs when exists
a connector separating two argumentative components. Some annotators tend to include the con-
nector in the argumentative component and, on the other hand, some annotators do not include the
connector in the argumentative component.
From the analysis of the current state of the ArgMine Corpus and from the annotation process
that was made, the following lessons were learned:
• working with news articles, which can have different topics, is a challenging task and often
requires common sense and knowledge about the topic. In this kind of text documents,
writers tend to omit some clue words and well known facts in order to avoid text repetition
and to capture the readers attention. Instead, they often appeal to the common sense and
knowledge about the world that they assume that the human readers have;
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• opinion articles contain more argumentative content than other kinds of news articles;
• opinion articles are difficult to interpret comparing with other types of news articles and,
the vocabulary that is used is more refined and varied. This can be problematic in terms of
learning because it makes the task of retrieving patterns in data more challenging.
3.3 Machine Learning Module
This section presents the Machine Learning Module of the ArgMine Framework, which aims to
semi-automate the process of selection and experimentation of different models and relevant fea-
tures in different steps of the argumentation mining process.
This module is composed of a set of components, which encapsulates some of the typical
methods that have to be applied when solving tasks that require the use of natural language pro-
cessing techniques and machine learning algorithms. In this section, a general description of this
module is presented. Since different steps in the argumentation mining process may require dif-
ferent tools, techniques and algorithms, this module should be instantiated for each of the steps
that are addressed in the argumentation mining process. Moreover, even for a specific stage of the
process, experimenting different configurations of each component is also desired. Consequently,
a modular architecture of the entire process which facilitates the process of experimentation is one
of the desired properties for this module. This is particularly relevant if this process is performed
using a dataset containing a small number of instances and that is continually growing. In this
situations, the characteristics of the corpus may also be changing and, therefore, techniques and/or
algorithms that were good to model one version of the dataset may not be good to model another
bigger version of the dataset. In such an evolving setting, the process of selection and experimen-
tation of models and features is time-consuming and repetitive. The aim of the Machine Learning
module is to semi-automate this process and to facilitate the maintainability of code when experi-
menting different configurations of the machine learning algorithms and techniques.
The Machine Learning module is composed of three components (see Figure 3.1): Data
Preparation, Feature Extraction and Machine Learning Algorithms and Techniques.
In the Data Preparation component, a collection of documents annotated with arguments
(ArgMine Corpus) is received as input. Each instance of the ArgMine Corpus is composed by
two documents: a text document containing the complete news article and the AIF file containing
the corresponding argument diagram, obtained from the annotation platform (as described in Sec-
tion 3.1). In this component, each instance of the ArgMine Corpus is analyzed and transformed
into a training instance, which will be the input of the learning process, according to the task that
is being addressed. This may involve the following steps:
• filtering irrelevant annotations for the task at hand (e.g. annotations that do not contain
certain components which are the target of the current task);
• applying natural language processing techniques to process the input data (e.g. tokeniza-
tion);
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• transforming the original text and annotation into a preprocessed text which could be more
suited for the task at hand; and
• combining the annotation (argument diagram) with the original text document to transform
the annotation into a (set of) training instance(s) (depending on the task at hand), which may
offer several difficulties due to the fuzziness of the boundaries in the annotated text.
After all the transformations made in this component, the resulting dataset contains a set of train-
ing instances that will be used by the remaining components in this module in order to proceed
with the learning process for the specific task that is being addressed.
The Feature Extraction component is used to transform a set of training instances (data re-
ceived as input) into a set of numerical features that best represents the data, in a format supported
by machine learning algorithms. For each subtask of the argumentation mining process a set
of different features extraction methods may be required in order to better represent the dataset,
resulting in a set of features that must be combined together to create the final feature set. Each
feature set must be normalized or scaled, according to the values that it generates. This preprocess-
ing step (normalize or scale the feature set) is a common requirement for many machine learning
algorithms and, avoids that different ranges of values that features might have, influence in the
importance that the classifier will assign to each feature. In terms of implementation, the union of
different feature sets is made using the FeatureUnion class provided in scikit-learn, which allows
to concatenate the result of several transformer objects into a single transformer. Each feature
extraction method must be implemented using the conventions defined in the Transformer API, as
described in the scikit-learn documentation.
In the Machine Learning Algorithms and Techniques component, a set of feature analysis
techniques and estimators are applied to the feature set provided by the previous component in
the framework with the aim to determine the subset of variables and the model (and correspond-
ing parameters) that performs better in a specific subtask of the argumentation mining process.
Feature analysis techniques are commonly used to perform dimensionality reduction by choosing
the subset of features that best explain the data (feature selection methods) or, by creating new
features (latent variables) that are combinations of existing and correlated features (feature extrac-
tion methods). Estimators correspond to machine learning algorithms that given a set of training
instances (training set) learn how to create a model that maps inputs to the desired outputs.
These last two components, Feature Extraction component and Machine Learning Algorithms
and Techniques component, are combined in a Pipeline object (from scikit-learn), which applies
a set of transforms to the data received as input and then fits the final estimator to the obtained
feature set. Combining these two components in a single Pipeline object allows us to assemble
several steps (transformation and final prediction) that can be cross-validated together while set-
ting different parameters.
Finally, parameters that are not directly learnt by estimators can be automatically set by search-
ing a parameter space, in order to find the combination of configurations that achieves the best per-
formance score. These parameters that are not directly optimized during the learning procedure,
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but contain some variables that have to be defined, are commonly known as hyperparameters.
Typical examples of hyperparameters are the parameter C, kernel and gamma to setup a Support
Vector Machine, the number of components in Principal Component Analysis, and so on. After
definition of the target parameter space, the hyperparameter optimization is made using methods
provided in scikit-learn (namely, RandomizedSearchCV).
In the end, the final model is obtained, which can be applied to make predictions in unanno-
tated texts for the subtask in the argumentation mining process that is being addressed.
3.4 Models Integration
The aim of argumentation mining is the automatic identification of the argumentative structure
contained within a piece of natural language text. As described in Section 2.3, the entire process
can be divided in several subtasks, each of them describing some of the sub-problems that have to
be formulated in order to successfully address such a complex task as argumentation mining.
As shown in Figure 3.1, and represented with a dashed arrow between the Annotation Platform
component and the Model (Hypothesis) component, we aim to display the resulting predictive ca-
pabilities of the models that are developed to address some of the sub-steps of the argumentation
mining process directly in the ArgMine Platform. Displaying the obtained predictions directly in
the Annotation Platform allows us to demonstrate the predictive capabilities of the models devel-
oped during the process and, in a intuitive way, to visualize the obtained predictions. In addition,
the predictive capabilities of the developed models can be used to help the annotator during the
annotation process. If the user clicks in the button named “Ver Sugestões!" (see Figure 3.3), the
predictions made by the models already developed are displayed in the news article under analy-
sis. In Figure 3.4, the predictions made by the models developed during this thesis are presented.
There are two different representations being displayed in this figure: sentences that are or not
underlined and, for the sentences that are underlined there are pieces of text in different colors.
An underlined sentence means that it is being predicted as a sentence containing argumentative
content by the model developed in Section 4.1. On the other hand, if a sentence is not underlined
it means that it is being predicted as a sentence that does not contain argumentative content by
the model developed in Section 4.1. For an underlined sentence, changes in color represent the
boundaries of different ADUs (given the formalism used in this thesis, ADUs can be classified
between premise and conclusion). It is important to notice that each color is not associated to one
specific ADU class (premise or conclusion), they are simply used in alternation to represent the
boundaries of each detected ADU. The predictions related to ADU boundaries are made by the
model presented in Section 4.3.
In this chapter a detailed description of the ArgMine Framework was presented. This frame-
work is composed of a set of components arranged in two high-level modules: Corpus Creation
Module and Machine Learning Module.
The Corpus Creation Module encapsulates all the components and artifacts related with the
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Figure 3.4: Opinion article annotated with arguments obtained from the suggestions given by the
models developed in this thesis
creation of an annotated corpus with arguments from news articles written in the Portuguese lan-
guage, namely Annotation Platform and ArgMine Corpus.
The Machine Learning Module is composed of a set components with the aim to semi-automate
the process of selection and experimentation of different models and relevant features in different
subtasks of the argumentation mining process.
Next, in Chapter 4, we will use the ArgMine Framework to address the first two subtasks of
the argumentation mining process. Each component of the Machine Learning Module, will be
instantiated according to the task that is being addressed.
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Models
As described in Section 2.3, Peldszus and Stede [PS15] divided the argumentation mining process
into several subtasks, namely: text segmentation, identification of argumentative discourse units,
argumentative discourse unit type classification, relation identification and relation type classifi-
cation. Each subtask addresses one specific problem in the whole argumentation mining process.
In this chapter, we present the proposed approaches to address the first two subtasks of the argu-
mentation mining process. In order to build an argumentation mining system that could perform
these subtasks automatically, supervised and semi-supervised machine learning algorithms will be
used and properly described. Supervised machine learning algorithms create a model that maps
inputs to outputs given a set of input and desired output pairs (corpus). Semi-supervised machine
learning algorithms, in addition to learn from an annotated corpus, are able to make use of addi-
tional unlabeled data to better generalize the models to unseen data. In both cases, the obtained
models can be used to make predictions for unseen data. Since different algorithms will be used
to address different subtasks, a description of the algorithms is made in appropriate sections.
Each subtask is described in a separate section. From the models obtained in this chapter,
we expect to combine their predictive capabilities to detect the arguments and identify the exact
boundaries of the corresponding argumentative discourse units from news articles (namely, opin-
ion articles) written in the Portuguese language.
The formulation and proposed approach to address the first subtask are presented in Section
4.1. In this section an assumption is made in relation to the elementary unit of analysis: we an-
alyze the argumentative content contained in a text document at sentence level. Then, a binary
classifier is trained to detect argumentative sentences from free text. The classifier obtained from
this section is used to detect the sentences of the text document that contain argumentative content.
From the analysis of the obtained results in Section 4.1, a study of the role of argumentative
keywords in text documents was performed and is presented in Section 4.2.
Finally, the formulation and proposed approach to address the second subtask of the argumen-
tation mining process is presented in Section 4.3. In this section, a classifier is trained to identify
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the boundaries of the argumentative discourse units in sentences that contain argumentative con-
tent. The obtained results are presented and critically analyzed.
4.1 Argumentative Sentence Detection
In this section, a description of the proposed approach to address the first subtask of the argumen-
tation mining process is presented. In this subtask we aim to determine the zones of the input text
document that contain argumentative content. To address this problem we have to define what is
the desired granularity of the zones that we aim to determine as containing argumentative con-
tent or not and, what should be considered as argumentative content taking into consideration the
definitions presented in Section 2.1 and the argument model used in this thesis. In relation to the
granularity of the zones, we make the simplifying assumption that the elementary unit of analysis
is a sentence. In relation to the definition of argumentative content, we consider a span of text as
argumentative if it contains a complete argument or part of it (at least one premise or conclusion).
Consequently, in this subtask, we aim to detect the sentences of the input text document that con-
tain an argument (or part of it), which are defined as argumentative sentences.
The task of argumentative sentence detection is formulated as a binary classification problem,
in which a classifier is trained on a set of annotated arguments to learn how to classify automati-
cally each sentence as argumentative or not argumentative.
The data used for this task was obtained from the ArgMine corpus, Cargmine. A detailed de-
scription of this corpus is given in Section 3.2. For each news article ai, where ai ∈ Cargmine,
we divided ai into sentences using the tool Citius Tagger [GG15], which offers the functionality
of dividing a given text in different sentences as part of the process of part-of-speech tagging.
Concatenating all the sentences obtained from each article ai ∈Cargmine, we obtain the dataset X
that will be used for the task of argumentative sentence detection. For each sentence x j ∈ X , we
determine the corresponding target value y j ∈ Y , where Y represents the set of target values, by
performing the following procedure: consider the news article ai, where x j ∈ ai, and, consider Z as
the set of ADUs annotated for the news article ai. We consider that sentence x j has argumentative
content (y j = 1) if ∃zi ∈ Z : (zi ⊆ x j) or (x j ⊆ zi). Otherwise, we consider that sentence x j has
no argumentative content (y j = 0). In Figure 4.2, an example of the instances used in this task
is shown. Sentences that are underlined correspond to sentences that have argumentative content.
The remaining sentences correspond to sentences that have no argumentative content.
The transformation of the annotations available in Cargmine to learning instances previously de-
scribed, corresponds to the instantiation of the Data Preparation Component, described in Section
3.3, for the task of Argumentative Sentence Detection. Given the version of the ArgMine Corpus,
Cargmine, considered for the experiments presented in this thesis, in the end of the Data Prepara-
tion Component, we obtained a total of 360 instances (147 argumentative sentences and 213 non
argumentative sentences), which were extracted from 50 documents.
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Even for humans, the detection and identification of the arguments contained in a text docu-
ment is considered a sophisticated skill and requires training. Often, humans rely on their cognitive
capabilities to identify and understand arguments based on the context, knowledge about the world
and common sense. But sometimes the task of identifying the arguments contained in text can be
made easier by the presence of certain premise and conclusion indicators. These lexical cues (key-
words), often expressed in the form of conjunctions or certain kinds of adverbial groups, when
present in argumentative sentences directly indicate the structure of the argument. For instance,
if a statement is made and preceded by the word “because", then it is quite likely that the first
statement is presented as a conclusion, supported by the statement(s) that proceeds the word “be-
cause" in the corresponding text (e.g. sentence (a) in Figure 4.1). However, in some situations,
this lexical cues can be misleading. In this situations, words that are typically associated with ex-
plicit argumentative content, are used in a sentence with other purpose. The ambiguity of natural
language text is one of the major challenges that argumentation mining systems have to face.
Moreover, another challenge that argumentation mining systems have to face is the lack of
lexical cues that directly indicate the presence of arguments. In such cases, other cues have to be
explored in order to detect the arguments that are being made, such as, semantic or world knowl-
edge, topic modeling, changes in verb tense, sentiment detectors (often associated to conclusions),
named entity disambiguation. The example depicted in Figure 4.1 clearly shows that the same
argument can be expressed using different written styles, which can lead to the presentation of the
same argument in different ways. In (a) the argument is made explicit with the presence of the
connective word “because". In (b) the relation of support between the premise and conclusion is
implicit, even if the same argument, as the one presented in (a), is being expressed. In (b), the
cues that can be used to identify the argument are changes in verb tense (i.e. change in verb tense
from “appeared" to “had gone", which indicates the temporal ordering of the events) and causal
relationship between origin of books and the consequences of insolvencies (which require world
knowledge).
In order to address the problem of Argumentative Sentence Detection taking into consideration
the different characteristics that the arguments contained in pieces of natural language texts may
have, we considered that the set of tokens relevant to detect and identify the argumentative content
expressed in a sentence can be divided into two categories:
• argumentative keywords: clue words that directly indicate the presence and structure of
the argument contained in a span of text. Typically, these words are not domain specific.
Some determinants, conjunctions, interjections, adverbial groups and verbs are the most
commonly used classes of words in this category;
• domain words: in valid arguments, the conclusion needs to be supported by suitable infer-
ences from terms provided in the premises. One cannot conclude something about “X",
unless “X" is given in one or other of the premises [Dav12]. Therefore, semantically similar
words are expect to be found in the different argument components. Typically, these words
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are domain specific. Nouns, named entities, pronouns, adjectives and verbs are the most
commonly used classes of words in this category.
The categorization of the tokens contained in a sentence between argumentative keywords and
domain words, will be useful to better understand some of the features that are employed to address
the task of Argumentative Sentence Detection, which will be described in Section 4.1.2.
Figure 4.1: Two different writing styles expressing the same argument [PS13]
4.1.1 Algorithms
The task of Argumentative Sentence Detection was formulated as a binary classification problem,
in which we aim to classify each sentence as argumentative sentence or non argumentative sen-
tence.
In this subsection, we instantiate the Machine Learning Algorithms and Techniques compo-
nent from the ArgMine Framework, according to the approach made to address the current task. In
relation to machine learning algorithms, experiments were made using the following classifiers:
naïve Bayes classifier, Maximum Entropy Model, Support Vector Machine, Random Forest Tree
classifier and Stochastic Gradient Descent algorithm. In order to reduce the dimensionality of the
feature space, we performed experiments using feature extraction techniques (PCA and LDA) and
feature selection techniques (variance threshold and percentile selection).
4.1.2 Features
In order to apply machine learning algorithms it is necessary to represent the training instances
by a set of numerical features. A good set of features should represent the training instances in
such a way that would make it possible for the machine learning algorithms to find patterns in
the data which can be used to classify instances according to the desired target labels. For the
task of Argumentative Sentence Detection, the training instances are sentences that occur in a text
document, which should be classified as argumentative sentence or not argumentative sentence.
Each sentence is represented with a set of features at the lexical, syntactic and semantic level:
• N-Gram: contiguous sequence of 1 to N tokens from a given sentence. This feature was used
as a baseline to compare with more specific features. We encode the presence of unigrams,
bigrams, and trigrams in the sentence (N = 1, N = 2 and N = 3, respectively);
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Figure 4.2: Opinion article annotated with one argument
• Word couples: all possible combinations of word pairs within a sentence. Using this feature,
we expect to retrieve pairs of words that capture argumentative reasoning, appearing not
necessarily adjacent to each other. These pairs of words occur typically together in the same
sentence and are often associated to argumentative content. Since the pair of words are not
necessarily adjacent to each other, this feature increases the feature space substantially. For
this reason, we also did experiments with a cleaned corpus, in which all the punctuation
marks, numbers and nouns were removed (e.g.“Concluo [...] porque [...]" (“I conclude [...]
because [...]"), “Se [...] então [...]" (“If [...] then [...]"));
• Argumentative keywords: set of clue words directly indicating the structure of the argu-
ment. These words are strong indicators of argumentative content. A set of argumentative
keywords, K, that are typically found in argumentative text written in Portuguese was manu-
ally compiled, based on the work presented in [Coh84]. The set of argumentative keywords
K contains a total of 51 argumentative keywords (e.g. “logo" (“thus"), “pois" (“because"),
“portanto" (“therefore")). This feature is encoded as a binary feature: if the sentence con-
tains at least one word which belongs to the set of argumentative keywords K then, the
feature is set to 1; otherwise, the feature is set to 0 (e.g. in the underlined sentence shown in
Figure 4.2 this feature will be set to 1 due to the presence of the word “pois");
• Text statistics:
– Absolute Position: current sentence absolute position in relation to the document
where the sentence was extracted (e.g. for the underlined sentence in Figure 4.2 -
3);
– Average Word Length: words used in argumentative sentences might have different
characteristics from words used in non argumentative sentences. This feature explores
if this difference occurs in the average length of the words (e.g. for the underlined
sentence in Figure 4.2 - 4.0);
– Number of punctuation marks: argumentative sentences may increase the number of
punctuation marks in the sentence (e.g. for the underlined sentence in Figure 4.2 - 1);
– Sentence Length: number of words in current sentence (e.g. for the underlined sen-
tence in Figure 4.2 - 19);
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• Adverbs: some adverbs can signal argumentative content (e.g. “então" (“so"), “sempre"
(“always"), “mas" (“but"), amongst others);
• Modal Auxiliary: words indicating the level of necessity, which are usually found in some
types of arguments (e.g. “poder" (“can"), “dever" (“must"), “ter" (“have"), amongst oth-
ers);
• Verb tense: changes in verb tense can often be found in argumentative context. For instance,
arguing about something in the present supported by premises that occurred in the past.
Given a sentence si we explored changes in the verb tense that occur in the sentence si and,
between the sentence si and the surrounding sentences, si−1 and si+1 (e.g. in the sentence
(b) from Figure 4.1, changes in verb tense between “appeared" and “had gone" indicate a
sequence of events which, in some situations, are associated to argumentative content). A
window size of length 3 (current, previous and next sentences) was considered in this feature
due to the assumption that the ADUs must occur in sequential spans of text and, therefore,
analyzing sentences that are not in the neighborhood is not necessary. When analyzing
changes in verb tense between different sentences, we consider the verbs that are closer to
each other. A change in verb tense between two sentences, si and si−1, occurs if the last verb
not in the infinitive form from sentence si−1 has a different verb tense than the first verb not
in the infinitive form from sentence si. A change in verb tense between two sentences, si and
si+1, occurs if the first verb not in the infinitive form from sentence si+1 has a different verb
tense than the last verb not in the infinitive form from sentence si. The information related to
verb tenses is obtained from the part-of-speech tool Citius Tagger [GG15], which classifies
each verb with one of the following verb tense categories: Present, Imperfect, Future, Past
or Conditional;
• Domain words repetition: arguments have to be about something and, therefore, repeti-
tions of domain words or the existence of similar domain words are expected in different
components of the argument. In this feature repetitions of nouns, name entities, verbs and
adjectives were considered. All the punctuation marks and discourse markers were removed
in the cleaning process. Given a sentence si we explored word repetitions occurring in the
sentence si and, between sentence si and the surrounding sentences, si−1 and si+1. A window
size of length 3 (current, previous and next sentences) was considered in this feature due to
the same reason explained in the previous feature. Using an word embeddings model gener-
ated for the Portuguese language [ARPS13], we calculate the similarity between two words
using the metric cosine similarity between the word feature vectors that represent each of
the words. We calculate the similarity between each pair of words occurring in sentence
si, between pairs of words in sentence si and sentence si−1, and between pairs of words in
sentence si and sentence si+1, separately. For each of them, the similarity score of the most
similar pair of words is encoded directly as a feature (e.g. in the underlined sentence from
Figure 4.2, this feature should capture the similarity between the words “átomo", “elemento"
and “neutrões", which correspond to similar words related to the topic of the argument; in
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the sentences from Figure 4.1 the most similar words are “book" and “publisher", which are
also related to the topic of the argument that is being presented).
To scale and normalize the mentioned set of features, the tf-idf method was used to scale each
set of features that is based on a vocabulary of words (N-Gram, Word couples, Modal auxiliary,
Adverbs), and all numerical features are scaled to a range between 0 and 1, using the method Min-
MaxScaler provided by scikit-learn [PVG+11].
The tf-idf representation, short for term frequency-inverse document frequency representation,
is a weighting scheme commonly used to scale features based on a vocabulary of words. Term
frequency (tf ) measures the raw frequency of a term in a document (i.e. the number of times that
a term t occurs in a document). Inverse document frequency (idf ) is a measure of how much in-
formation the word provides, that is, whether the term is common (low idf score) or rare (high idf
score) across all documents. Combining both measures, we obtain the tf-idf measure. An high tf-
idf value is reached by a high term frequency in a given document and a low document frequency
of the term in the whole collection of documents.
As previously described, in the Domain words repetition feature, we exploit a distributed rep-
resentation of words (word embeddings). These distributions map a word from a dictionary to a
feature vector in high-dimensional space, without human intervention, from observing the usage
of words on large (non-annotated) corpora. This real valued vector representation tries to arrange
words with similar meanings close to each other based on the occurrences of these words in a
corpora. Then, from these representations, interesting features can be explored, such as semantic
and syntactic similarities. In the experiments presented in this thesis, we used a model provided
by the tool Polyglot1, in which a neural network architecture was trained on Portuguese Wikipedia
articles. A full description of the tool can be found in [ARPS13]. In order to obtain a score in-
dicating the similarity between two words, we compute the cosine similarity between the vectors
that represent each of the desired words in the high-dimensional space.
4.1.3 Results
The results presented in this section were obtained from experiments made with the ArgMine
Framework.
The best results were obtained using a Support Vector Machine classifier with a linear kernel.
From all the features described in Section 4.1.2, the following subset of features yield the best
results: word couples, argumentative keywords, average word length, absolute position, modal
auxiliary, adverbs, verb tense and domain words repetition.
In order to reduce the dimensionality of the feature space and to remove some of the feature
values that are constant or have low variability across the dataset, feature analysis techniques were
applied. For this task, we obtained better results using the Variance Threshold method: all features
whose variance does not meet some threshold are removed from the feature set. The best results
were obtained using a threshold of 0.0001.
1http://polyglot.readthedocs.io/en/latest/index.html
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The results depicted in Table 4.1 were obtained in a five-fold cross-validation scenario.
precision recall f1-score support
no argument 0.70 0.68 0.69 213
argument 0.56 0.59 0.57 147
avg / total 0.64 0.64 0.64 360
Table 4.1: Argumentative Sentence Detection Scores
For every type of label and for the overall performance measure, the precision, recall and f1-
score were used as evaluation metrics. Precision is the measure of what percentage of predicted
labels were correctly classified. Recall is the measure of what percentage of the labels in the gold-
standard dataset were correctly classified. Finally, f1-score is the harmonic mean of precision and
recall. These metrics are commonly used in classification systems to evaluate their performance.
We obtained better overall results in the detection of non argumentative sentences (0.69), as
compared to the results obtained in the detection of argumentative sentences (0.57), which we as-
sociate with the higher number of non argumentative sentences contained in the ArgMine Corpus.
4.1.4 Error Analysis
In this section, we critically analyze the errors made by the system.
Unlike what could be expected, the presence of lexical clues (argumentative keywords) does
not seem to be as relevant as we initially thought for the detection of argumentative sentences.
Some of the lexical clues, that are typically associated with explicit argumentative content, are
often found also in non-argumentative sentences, transforming this intuitive set of features into an
irrelevant set of features for the classifiers. As shown in Figure 4.3, the lexical clue “logo", which
is typically associated to argumentative content, is contained in a non argumentative sentence.
Conversely, argumentative sentences do not necessarily contain such clues. For instance, in the
sentences depicted in Figure 4.4, there is no lexical clue indicating the presence of the argument
and an interpretation of the content at a contextual level is necessary to identify the argument.
Figure 4.3: Example of lexical clue contained in non argumentative sentence
Also, we observe that some features tend to be problematic in terms of overfitting. Feature sets
based on dictionary of words, such as N-Gram, Word Couples and Adverbs, create big and sparse
sets of individual features (typically, each token in the training set is represented by a feature), in
which some of the individual features are considered as relevant by the classifier even though the
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Figure 4.4: Example of argumentative sentences without lexical clues
token itself, at the lexical level, should not be considered as indicative of argumentative content.
This situation occurs with tokens that are domain specific and that appear only, or mostly, in ar-
gumentative sentences. Even if this situation should mean that the token is a good indicator of
argumentative content (as it corresponds to the intuition given by the tf-idf representation), there
are some characteristics of the ArgMine corpus that seem to transform this intuitive set of features
into an irrelevant set of features: the limited size of the ArgMine corpus and the variability of top-
ics that are covered in different articles. The other category of features that are being problematic
in terms of overfitting is related to the Absolute position feature. This feature is considered relevant
in the sense that the classifier learned that sentences occurring in the begin of the document have
higher probability of being argumentative sentences. From the analysis made to the annotations
contained in the ArgMine Corpus, we verified that the majority of the argumentative sentences
occur in the beginning of the document, fact that explains this outcome. However, the importance
assigned by the classifier to this feature indicates that the quantity of annotations presented in our
dataset is too small.
In sum, our results can be explained in two dimensions. On one hand, a detailed analysis
of the features deemed as relevant by the classifier clearly indicate that our corpus is too small.
Moreover, given the aforementioned lack of relevance of lexical clues, we conclude that lexical
and syntactic-based approaches are not enough to address this complex task of identifying argu-
mentative sentences, as the example depicted in Figure 4.4 clearly shows.
4.1.5 Conclusions
In this section, a description of the proposed approach to address the task of Argumentative Sen-
tence Detection, which corresponds to the first subtask of the argumentation mining process, was
presented.
The detection and identification of arguments contained in a text document is complex, and
several challenges have to be overcome, such as: the ambiguity of natural language text, lack of
clues directly indicating the structure of the arguments, amongst others.
The task was formulated as a binary classification problem and a support vector machine clas-
sifier was trained to automatically perform this task from the annotated arguments contained in the
ArgMine Corpus. From a detailed analysis of the obtained results, we conclude that the reduced
number of annotations available in the ArgMine Corpus and, in addition, the variability of topics
that are covered in different articles make the current task even more challenging to be addressed
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using machine learning algorithms. Being argumentation mining a complex task, the quantity
and quality of annotations is crucial and should be significantly higher in order to avoid problems
related to overfitting and, in order to make the learning process feasible. One important charac-
teristic of the ArgMine corpus is the variability of the topics that are covered in different news
articles. Many approaches presented in the state-of-the-art (namely in Section 2.4) make strong
use of the knowledge of the specific application domain in which they work. For instance, the
work developed by Mochales and Moens [PM09] on legal documents, make use of the presence
of specific syntactical descriptors or keywords, as they are frequent in this type of documents,
and provide reliable clues for the detection of recurrent patterns that can be useful for the task
of Argumentative Sentence Detection. Working with a corpus that is not domain specific poses
many challenges and requires a sophisticated set of features to be explored in order to find reliable
patterns in the data. For instance, the exploration of semantic-level features that could be useful
in the task of Argumentative Sentence Detection seems to be a crucial step forward to improve
argumentation mining systems across different topics and application scenarios.
Another important consideration made in this section is related to the granularity of the zones
of the text in which we aim to determine the argumentative content. We made the assumption that
the elementary unit of analysis is a sentence. Due to the characteristics of the arguments presented
in text documents, this assumption can have consequences in terms of the feasibility of the learn-
ing process: since sentences may contain complete arguments or part of arguments (i.e. premises
and/or conclusion), this implies that the learning instances may have some variability in the argu-
mentative content that they contain. This consideration is particularly relevant taking into account
the characteristics of the news articles contained in the ArgMine Corpus. From the analysis of the
annotations contained in the corpus, we conclude that the ADU’s are typically sentence level or
smaller spans of text. Therefore, different approaches to this problem may be more adequate. In
Section 4.3, we approach the granularity of the arguments in more detail.
From the analysis of the features deemed as relevant by the classifier we conclude that the
ArgMine corpus is too small and, a significantly greater number of annotations is required. Be-
sides this, some improvements to the implemented features and more sophisticated features should
be applied in order to improve the results of the system in the task of Argumentative Sentence De-
tection. For instance, in the Domain words repetition feature set, the approach made to address
the repetition of named entities and pronouns is simplistic and improvements in this specific task
may yield significant improvements in the task of Argumentative Sentence Detection.
The predictive capabilities of the model developed in this section are being applied to suggest,
in unannotated texts, potential arguments to users in the Annotation Platform (Section 3.1).
4.2 The role of keywords
In the previous section, we addressed the problem of Argumentative Sentence Detection, which
aims to determine the sentences in a text document that have argumentative content. We consider
a sentence as argumentative if it contains a complete argument or part of it (at least one premise or
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conclusion). The task is formulated as a binary classification problem, in which a Support Vector
Machine classifier was trained on a set of annotated arguments available in the ArgMine Corpus.
Machine learning algorithms, such as Support Vector Machines, require a set of numerical fea-
tures to represent the training instances. For the task of Argumentative Sentence Detection each
sentence is represented with a set of features at the lexical, syntactical and semantic level, as de-
scribed in Section 4.1.2. One of the implemented features, the Argumentative Keywords feature,
is a binary feature indicating whether the sentence contains a word from a pre-determined set of
words that are considered as argumentative keywords. This set of words was manually compiled,
based on the work presented in [Coh84]. Argumentative keywords are words that are typically
found in argumentative texts and whose presence directly indicates the structure of the argument.
From the critical analysis of the obtained results in the Argumentative Sentence Detection
task, discussed in Section 4.1.4, we concluded that the ambiguity associated to the lexical clues
transformed this intuitive set of features into an irrelevant set of features for the classifiers. In
some situations, considering a word as an argumentative keyword just taking into account lexical
information can induce some errors. For instance, we can erroneously indicate that a word is an
argumentative keyword in situations where it is clear that the word under consideration has no ar-
gumentative role. As shown in Figure 4.3, the word “logo", typically associated to argumentative
content, is considered argumentative keyword even though it is contained in a non argumentative
sentence. As a consequence, considering a word as argumentative keyword taking into account
only lexical information is too simplistic and can have some drawbacks when used in a machine
learning problem. Following this line of reasoning, we investigated if there was some additional
property that should be verified to consider a word as an argumentative content indicator. This
property can be at the word level or, related to the role of the word taking into account the whole
sentence (at sentence level).
We explored if such an additional property could be related to the syntactic role of a given
word. To verify this hypothesis, we performed a different approach to construct the list of argu-
mentative keywords. Instead of a manually compiled list of keywords, which does not take into
account the characteristics of the target texts used in the argumentation mining process, we did
the following procedure: starting from a list containing all the words in the Portuguese language,
obtained from the Portuguese dictionary provided by Jspell [AP94], we removed all the words that
are not domain specific (we considered adverbs, conjunctions, determiners and verbs) and all the
words that are not used in the ArgMine Corpus. After this procedure, we obtain a new set of candi-
date argumentative keywords. The feature set is obtained considering the syntactic information of
each individual token and from the syntactic information of the surrounding tokens in the sentence
under analysis. Therefore, assuming that the number of words in the dictionary is n, and knowing
that each word has three features associated (the syntactic information of the current word and,
the syntactic information of the previous and following word occurring in the sentence), the total
number of features in the feature space will be 3∗n .
Using the feature set previously described, we employed a Support Vector Machine with a
linear kernel applied to the task of Argumentative Sentence Detection: using this setting and, from
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the analysis of the features deemed as relevant by the classifier, we expected to be able to draw
some conclusions in relation to the words and corresponding syntactic information that are more
useful when addressing the task of Argumentative Sentence Detection.
However, due to the sparsity of the obtained feature space and due to the low number of train-
ing examples available in the ArgMine Corpus, the analysis of the obtained results indicate that the
model is giving importance to words that are corpus-specific and, therefore, the obtained model
is not able to generalize well. For this reason, we conclude that the problem formulated in this
section is infeasible given the available resources.
4.3 ADU Boundary Detection
The aim of ADU Boundary Detection is to identify the boundaries of the argumentative discourse
units (ADUs) presented in the text. As previously defined, an ADU is the elementary unit of the
arguments contained in the text and can be classified between premise and conclusion given the
formalism used in this thesis. In this section, we formalize the problem of ADU Boundary Detec-
tion and a description of the approach used to address this problem is presented.
The task of ADU Boundary Detection corresponds to the second step in the Argumentation
Mining Process, as described in Section 2.3. Comparing with the previous step in the process,
which was addressed in Section 4.1, this step implies the study of the segmentation problem in
more detail and at a granularity level more suited to the argumentation mining concepts introduced
in Section 2.1. In this section, a deeper analysis of the argumentative content contained in a text
is performed: besides the detection of the sentences that contain argumentative content, we aim to
identify the exact boundaries of the ADUs (i.e. premises or conclusions).
As discussed in [PM09], the choice of the granularity level from which the segmentation prob-
lem has to be addressed is highly dependent on the type of text at hand. More formal texts, such
as legal documents, “present longer sentences with many subordinate sentences. Therefore, these
texts present premise and conclusion in subordinate sentences or independent sentences instead
of subclauses" [PM09, p. 101]. More informal texts, such as news articles, “will contain shorter
sentences where conclusion and premise can be together in a single sentence, being each a sub-
clause of the sentence" [PM09, p. 101]. Since the type of texts contained in the ArgMine corpus,
Cargmine, are news articles and from the manual analysis of the granularity level used to annotate
the ADUs in the annotations that were collected, we conclude that a deeper analysis on smaller
text spans should be formalized in order to successfully address the problem of ADU Boundary
Detection. Even if, in some few situations, the ADUs annotated in Cargmine contain a piece of text
from more than one sentence, the majority of the annotated ADUs are sentence level or smaller
spans of text. Therefore, the problem of ADU Boundary Detection, has to be considered as a seg-
mentation problem in which the ADU boundaries can be spans of text smaller than sentences. For
this reason, the assumption made in Section 4.1, in which we assumed that the elementary unit
of analysis are sentences, is too strong and restrictive for the task that will be addressed in this
section. In order to cover all the possibilities, we assume that all ADUs containing more than one
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sentence can be decomposed into several sentence level (or smaller spans of text) ADUs, which
can be linked together without loosing expressiveness in terms of argumentative content.
Analyzing a text source to find element boundaries at word level is far more complex than an
analysis at sentence level. Since the complexity of the task increases, the number and quality of
annotations that are required to address the problem should also increase. Even if the ArgMine
Corpus is being annotated with the necessary information to address the task of ADU Boundary
Detection, the low number of annotations that is available at the time of this writing makes the
task infeasible if it is based only on the knowledge that is possible to extract from the ArgMine
Corpus.
Thus, a two step approach is used to address the task of ADU Boundary Detection. The first
step, Argumentative Sentence Detection, was formalized and a proposed solution was presented
in Section 4.1. From this step, we obtain the sentences of the original text that are predicted as
containing argumentative content and, consequently, they correspond to the zones of text where a
deeper analysis is necessary to be made in order to retrieve the desired ADUs boundaries. In the
second step, which will be formalized in this section, a classifier is trained using an external corpus
with the aim of learning how to divide a complete sentence into small spans of text, which corre-
spond to elementary discourse units (EDUs) as defined by the RST framework. From this two step
approach the following assumption is made: given an argumentative sentence, ADUs boundaries
correspond to EDUs boundaries, where EDUs boundaries are defined as the convention used by
the RST framework.
The assumption that will be studied in this section, was motivated by the existence of a corpus
containing news articles written in the Portuguese (Brazilian) language which are annotated using
the RST framework. RST is a theory of discourse closely related to some of the concepts of Ar-
gumentation Mining, as described in Section 2.2. Some researchers in argumentation mining use
this theory of discourse as the basis of their work. Being a theory of discourse, the annotations
are rich in terms of discriminating the discourse markers presented in the text. This is interesting
in the point of view of learning the ADUs boundaries because it is expected that some groups of
discourse markers play an important role as indicators of ADU boundaries.
The data used for this task was obtained from CSTNews corpus [CMJ+11], henceforth Crst ,
which contains news articles annotated according to the RST framework. Each annotation con-
tains two files: a text file containing the complete news article and a file containing the RST tree
of the corresponding news article. For each news article ai ∈ Crst , we divided ai into sentences
using the tool Citius Tagger. Performing this preprocessing step is in accordance with the prob-
lem formulation because sentence boundaries are always EDU boundaries (as defined in the RST
framework) and, therefore, no information is lost for the task of boundary detection if instead of
working with the complete text document as input we work at the sentence level. On the other
hand, using an external tool to perform sentence level segmentation facilitates the current task: in-
stead of receiving as input the original text without any segmentation information, we can receive
as input the original text segmented at a sentence level. Therefore, we can focus on finding intra-
sentence EDU boundaries instead of accumulating the additional problem of performing sentence
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segmentation. Concatenating all the sentences obtained from each article ai ∈Crst , we obtain the
dataset X that corresponds to the input of the current task. Each sentence x j ∈ X is represented
by a set of tokens (x j = (t0, ..., tn)), where n corresponds to the number of tokens contained in the
sentence j, which were obtained using the tool Citius Tagger.
The set of labels Y is represented with BIO encoding. Each token is labeled with one of the 4
categories: B-VP (Begin of Verb Phrase), I-VP (Intermediate of Verb Phrase), B-EDU (Begin of
EDU) or O (Other).
Figure 4.5: One example of a training instance extracted from CSTNews corpus for the task of
EDU Boundary Detection
From Crst , we obtain news articles segmented in EDUs. Each news has a corresponding XML
file with the annotation content following the format defined in the RST Framework. In these files,
each EDU corresponds to a "segment" element and RST relations between adjacent EDUs are in-
dicated in the "relname" attribute of each element. To transform this resource into relevant data
for the task of EDU Boundary Detection, it is necessary to have the original text annotated with
EDU boundaries. By simply concatenating the content from all the “segment" elements in the
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annotation file it is possible to obtain the desired information because the elements that appear in
the annotation file are in the same order in which they occur in the original text. Consequently, the
assignment of labels to each token from a news article is performed with the following procedure:
first, the beginning of each EDU is labeled with B-EDU. For the remaining tokens, if the token in
position k, where k ∈ [2,m] and m corresponds to the length of the EDU, is a verb then it receives
the label B-VP. If the token does not correspond to the beginning of an EDU and it occurs after a
token labeled with B-VP, then it receives the label I-VP. The remaining tokens receive the label O.
An example of applying this labeling procedure to one of the instances of the dataset is depicted
in Figure 4.5.
In order to address the task of EDU Boundary Detection, the useful information that can be
obtained in the annotation files from Crst is the token that is in the beginning of an EDU, which
is labeled as B-EDU in this formulation. However, using only this information to identify the
boundaries of the EDUs often results in boundaries that do not take into account some of the char-
acteristics that the resulting EDUs must verify. As introduced in Section 2.2, in order to consider
a piece of text as an EDU, annotators have to follow a set of rules that were defined in the RST
framework. One of the main restrictions that a piece of text must follow to be considered an EDU
is that it must contain at least one verb. This restriction is also relevant for the task of ADU Bound-
ary Detection: as defined in Section 2.3, an ADU is a proposition that can be classified between
premise or conclusion depending on the argumentative role that it has in the text and, therefore, in
order to consider a piece of text as an ADU the minimal condition that we can apply is that it must
contain a verb. Consequently, this restriction must be included in the formulation of the problem.
As introduced in Section 4.3.1, the algorithm Conditional Random Fields optimizes the se-
quence of labels globally. Therefore, in order to employ the restriction that a B-EDU should be
between two spans of text containing at least one verb, we added the labels B-VP and I-VP to the
formulation of the current task, as previously described. A token labeled with B-VP means that
the corresponding token is a verb and, a token labeled with I-VP means that the corresponding
token is not a verb but that one of the previous tokens in the sequence is a verb. The combination
of tokens B-VP and I-VP indicate the presence of a piece of text that contain at least one verb.
Using a Linear-chain Conditional Random Field, we aim to build a sequential classifier that
learns to identify the boundaries of the EDUs. With the formulation used for this task, we expect
that the classifier learns that a B-EDU must occur after a sequence of tokens labeled with B-VP or
I-VP and, that a valid sequence of labels should always finish with B-VP or I-VP.
Since the part-of-speech of each token in the sequence is known, then the label B-VP should
be easy to classify. Therefore, we expect to obtain very high scores for the label B-VP. It is impor-
tant to notice that the purpose of adding the labels B-VP and I-VP is to represent better the data
for the task of EDU Boundary Detection and not as a target label. So, using the information of the
part-of-speech directly as an emission feature will reduce the complexity of the task and facilitate
the identification of valid EDUs boundaries.
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4.3.1 Algorithms
To address the task of EDU Boundary Detection we employ sequential models, where the inputs
are assumed to have sequential dependencies.
In this subsection, a description of the Linear-chain Conditional Random Field [LMP01,
SM12] algorithm is made.
Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) are particular instances of undirected probabilistic graph-
ical models, which have a chain topology. In a graphical model, every random variable is rep-
resented as a node in a graph, and the edges in the graph represent probabilistic dependencies
between random variables. The random variables are divided into two sets, the observed variables
(or observations), x = {x1,x2, ...,xn} (e.g. sequence of words from a text with length n), and the
hidden variables (or states), y = {y1,y2, ...,yn} (e.g. sequence of states that corresponds to labels
that must be assigned to each word in the input sequence x).
Let G= (V,E) to be an undirected graph such that there is a node v ∈V corresponding to each
of the random variables representing an element yi ∈ y. Then (x,y) is a conditional random field
when the random variables yi, conditioned on x, obey the Markov property with respect to the
graph G.
In a linear-chain CRF the states are represented in a linear structure, in which the ith state yi
depends only on the previous state yi−1 (first-order Markov assumption), as represented in Fig-
ure 4.6.
Then, a linear-chain conditional random field defines the conditional probability of a state
sequence given an input sequence that takes the form:
p(y|x) = 1
Zx
exp(
n
∑
i=1
m
∑
j=1
λ j f j(yi−1,yi,x, i)) (4.1)
where,
• Zx is a normalization factor of all state sequences;
• f j(yi−1,yi,x, i) is one of the m feature functions that takes as input a sentence x, the position
i of a word in the sentence, the label yi of the current word, the label yi−1 of the previous
word and, outputs a real value number and;
• λ j is a weight assigned to each feature function f j, whose value is learned from the data.
Intuitively, the learned feature weight λ j should be positive for features correlated with the
target label, negative for features anti-correlated with the label, and near zero for relatively
uninformative features.
Training involves finding the λ parameters. Since CRFs define the conditional probability p(y|x),
the appropriate objective for parameter learning is to maximize the conditional likelihood of the
training data. However, it is not possible to analytically determine the parameter values that max-
imize the log-likelihood, since setting the gradient to zero and solving for λ does not always yield
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a closed form solution. Instead, the standard parameter learning approach is to use iterative tech-
niques (such as, iterative scaling) or gradient-based methods (such as, SGD or L-BFGS).
Given the learned parameters and a new observation sequence x = {x1,x2, ...,xn}, we want to
find the sequence of labels y∗= {y∗1,y∗2, ...,y∗n}, such that y∗= argmaxy p(y|x). This is called the de-
coding problem. Performing such calculation in a naïve way is intractable due to the required sum
over label sequences: if the observation sequence x has n elements and the number of different la-
bels is k, there are nk possible label sequences. Summing over this number of terms is prohibitively
expensive. Typically, we rely on (polynomial-time) dynamic programming algorithms to find the
optimal label sequence (such as, Viterbi algorithm, Forward-backward algorithm).
In our case, we used CRFSuite2 implementation of Conditional Random Field algorithm in the
experiments performed in this thesis.
Figure 4.6: Graphical structure of linear chain CRF for sequences. An open circle indicates that
the variable is not generated by the model [LMP01]
4.3.2 Features
To define the linear chain CRF for this problem, we need to choose the set F of feature functions
f j(yi−1,yi,x, i). As defined by Lafferty et al. [LMP01], we can divide the feature functions of
a linear chain CRF into transition features (or label-label features), represented as the horizontal
edges in Figure 4.6, and emission features (or label-word features), represented by the vertical
edges in Figure 4.6.
The first kind of features, transition features, correspond to all pair-wise combinations of the
labels Y . Since, in the formalization of this problem, we have four possible labels, then there are
sixteen transition features.
The emission features defined for this problem are the following:
• Strong punctuation mark (Fspm): if xi−1 is strong punctuation mark then return 1; otherwise
return 0.
As strong punctuation marks the following tokens were considered: ‘.’, ‘;’, ‘!’ and ‘?’;
2http://www.chokkan.org/software/crfsuite/
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• Weak punctuation mark (Fwpm): if xi−1 is weak punctuation mark then return 1; otherwise
return 0.
As weak punctuation marks the following tokens were considered: ‘,’ and ‘:’;
• Inside parenthetical text (Fpar): if xi1 = {‘(’, ‘[’, ‘-’} and xi2 = {‘)’, ‘]’, ‘-’} , i1 ∈ [1, i[ , i2 ∈
]i,n] ,n = sentence length, then return 1; otherwise return 0;
• Part-of-speech 1 of the word xi−1, xi and xi+1 (Fpos−1 , Fpos and Fpos+1 , respectively);
• Lemma 2 of the word xi−1, xi and xi+1 (Flem−1 , Flem and Flem+1 , respectively);
• Begin of sentence (Fbos): if i == 0 return 1; otherwise return 0;
• End of sentence (Feos): if i == sentence length return 1; otherwise return 0;
4.3.3 Results
The results presented in Table 4.2 were obtained in a five-fold cross-validation scenario and, using
a Linear-chain Conditional Random Field.
precision recall f1-score support
O 0.96 0.86 0.91 11905
B-EDU 0.91 0.83 0.87 3218
B-VP 0.99 0.99 0.99 6281
I-VP 0.94 0.98 0.96 34139
avg / total 0.95 0.95 0.95 55543
Table 4.2: EDU Boundary Detection Scores
For every type of label and for the overall performance measure, the precision, recall and f1-
score were used as evaluation metrics.
Table 4.2 shows the overall performance of our method (f1-score 0.95) and, the performance
for each of the labels. The score for the label B-VP is very high (f1-score of 0.99). This result was
expected due to the fact that one of the features used in this task, namely Fpos, directly indicates
the label B-VP. Intuitively, the algorithm learns to predict the label B-VP when the part-of-speech
of the word is verb. Comparing with the other labels, B-EDU has the lowest overall scores, which
we associate to the fact that this label has the lowest number of examples.
4.3.4 Error Analysis
In this section, a critical analysis of the obtained results is presented.
The labels I-VP and O are dependent of the labels B-VP and B-EDU, respectively. It can been
seen from Table 4.2 that the recall values for I-VP and B-VP are lower comparing with the recall
1Tags obtained from the analysis of a part-of-speech tagger, which classifies each token between 12 different classes
(such as adjective, verb, amongst others)
2The lemma of a given word is obtained from the analysis of a part-of-speech tagger
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values of B-VP and B-EDU, respectively. We associate this due to propagation of errors made
after misclassification of a word as B-VP and B-EDU. For instance, when a word is misclassified
as B-VP and, since the algorithm learned that a transition from a B-VP label to a I-VP label is
very likely, then it will (with some probably and, also taking into consideration the emission
probabilities) wrongly classify the following words as I-VP.
The confusion matrix depicted in Table 4.3 shows that approximately 98% of the missed words
that should have been predicted as O were caused by wrongly predicting the word as I-VP. This is
probably due to the fact that both labels are similar in nature (both are labels preceding a B label,
namely: B-EDU and B-VP, respectively). Another possible cause for the O label being confused
with the I-VP label is the fact that approximately 79% of the missed B-EDU labels were made
when the system wrongly predicted the token as I-VP, which means that the emission features of
these words where not enough to make the system predict the token correctly as B-EDU, and that
when this misclassification occurs at some token, the preceding labels will be predicted as I-VP
instead of O. Conversely, the major part of the errors made by the system when predicting labels
as O and B-EDU were made when the truth-value is I-VP. This occurs when the system wrongly
classifies a word as B-EDU and, then, the error is propagated to the O label.
From a manual analysis of the predictions made by the system, we were able to identify some
words that are ambiguous for this task, namely: “que", “e", “para", “como". For instance, the
word “que" is an ambiguous word since this word is often used in different situations and with
different roles in the sentence, such as: delimiter of EDU (should be classified as B-EDU); in
combination with other words that are themselves delimiters, such as “dado que", “já que", “uma
vez que" (should be classified as O and the previous word as B-EDU), and in the beginning of a
parenthetical span of text (should be classified as O or I-VP).
gold / pred O B-EDU B-VP I-VP
O 10213 20 0 1672
B-EDU 26 2674 90 428
B-VP 0 39 6242 0
I-VP 367 206 0 33566
Table 4.3: EDU Boundary Detection Confusion Matrix
4.3.5 Conclusions
In this section we described the proposed approach to address the problem of ADU Boundary
Detection, which corresponds to the second step of the argumentation mining process.
In Section 4.1, we considered the sentence level as the elementary unit under analysis. From a
detailed analysis of the annotations contained in the ArgMine corpus, we concluded that a deeper
analysis on smaller spans of texts should be formalized when addressing the problem of ADU
Boundary Detection. The identification of the exact boundaries of the argumentative discourse
units at word level is very challenging due to the high number of possible splitting points in a
sentence and due to the fuzziness of the boundaries associated to the annotated ADU’s. In order
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to perform this task based on the ArgMine corpus, an higher quantity and quality of annotations
would be required. Thus, we have used a two step approach to address the current task and the
following hypothesis was considered: given an argumentative sentence, ADU boundaries corre-
sponds to EDU boundaries, where EDU boundaries are defined as the convention used by the RST
framework. The detection of argumentative sentences from free text was formulated and described
in Section 4.1. Then, we rely on an external dataset annotated following the RST framework to
train a sequential classifier in the task of dividing a sentence into smaller spans of text, which
corresponds to EDUs defined in the RST framework. The overall results are good, in the task
of EDU Boundary learning. From the hypothesis made in this section, we assume that the token
level boundaries detected by a sequential classifier to perform EDU boundary detection in a corpus
annotated following the RST framework, correspond to the ADUs boundaries if the correspond-
ing sentence is argumentative. However, since the argumentation theory followed in the ArgMine
corpus and the discourse theory followed in the CSTNews corpus have several conceptual differ-
ences and were defined for different purposes, we expect that the performance of the system when
applied to ADU boundary detection may decrease comparing with the performance of the system
when applied to EDU boundary detection. Evaluating the applicability of the classifier developed
in this section to perform ADU boundary detection in the ArgMine corpus was out of scope for
this thesis and should be properly addressed in future work.
The predictive capabilities of the model developed in this section are being applied to sug-
gest, in argumentative sentences, the exact boundaries of each ADU in the Annotation Platform
(Section 3.1).
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Conclusions
Argumentation mining is a growing research topic that spans across diverse research areas such as
artificial intelligence, natural language processing, philosophy and computer science. Initial stud-
ies started to appear only few years ago and within specific genres. Since 2014, in which at least
three international events on argumentation mining were organized, this research topic is gaining
visibility at major artificial intelligence and computational linguistic conferences, and is gaining
attention from major corporations. For instance, IBM has recently funded a multimillion cognitive
computing project in which argumentation mining is the core technology1. Argumentation mining
is not only an engaging problem, but also a research topic with potential for several applications
in different domains such as debates, multi-agent systems, processing of user-generated content,
and so on.
The aim of argumentation mining from text, a sub-domain of text mining, is the automatic
detection and identification of the argumentative structure contained within a piece of natural lan-
guage text. As input, this process receives a piece of natural language text. As output, this process
aims to represent the structure of the arguments presented in the text document with the corre-
sponding argument diagram. There are some characteristics of natural language text and from
the argumentation process that make argumentation mining a very challenging task, such as the
ambiguity of natural language text, different writing styles, implicit context and the complexity of
building argument structures.
Typical approaches to argumentation mining follow the supervised machine learning paradigm,
in which a set of labeled data (corpus) is necessary in order to build a model that learns how to
map inputs to the desired outputs. In this thesis, we studied argumentation mining applied to texts
written in the Portuguese language. Therefore, a corpus containing texts annotated with arguments
in the Portuguese language is required. Since, to the best of our knowledge, no such corpus ex-
isted, we created an annotation platform in order to start the process of creation of an annotated
corpus with arguments from texts written in the Portuguese language.
1http://researcher.watson.ibm.com/researcher/view_group.php?id=5443
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The full task of argumentation mining can be decomposed in several subtasks, as described in
Section 2.3, namely: segmentation, identification of argumentative discourse units, argumentative
discourse units classification, relation identification and relation type classification.
In order to integrate the creation of a corpus containing news articles annotated with arguments
in the Portuguese language and the semi-automated process of selection and experimentation of
different models and relevant features for different subtasks of the argumentation mining process,
the ArgMine Framework is proposed.
In this thesis, we addressed the first two subtasks of the argumentation mining process, namely
Argumentative Sentence Detection and ADU Boundary Detection.
To address the task of Argumentative Sentence Detection, semi-supervised machine learning
techniques were applied and, a binary classifier was trained to detect argumentative sentences from
free text, based on the annotations available in the ArgMine Corpus. From a detailed analysis of
the obtained results, we conclude that the modest quantity of annotations available in the ArgMine
Corpus and, in addition, the variability of topics that are covered in different articles make the
current task even more challenge to be addressed using machine learning algorithms. Besides
increasing the quantity and quality of the annotations available in the ArgMine Corpus, it would
be also interesting to improve the set of features currently used to address this task taking into
consideration the characteristics of the arguments presented in the text and the variability of topics
that are covered in the ArgMine Corpus. The classifier obtained from this section is used in the
Annotation Platform (described in Section 3.1) to detect the zones of text that contain argumenta-
tive content.
To address the task of ADU Boundary Detection we made the assumption that given an argu-
mentative sentence, the ADU’s boundaries correspond to EDU’s boundaries, where EDU bound-
aries are defined as the convention used by the RST framework. Then, a two step approach is
used to address this task. In the first step, the detection of argumentative sentences from free
text is determined using the model obtained from the previously described subtask, Argumentative
Sentence Detection. In the second step, supervised machine learning techniques were applied,
and a sequential classifier is trained using an external resource, CSTNews corpus, to identify the
boundaries of the EDU’s. The classifier obtained from this section is used in the Annotation Plat-
form (described in Section 3.1) to identify the different components of the arguments contained in
argumentative sentences.
5.1 Lessons Learned
In this section we would like to describe some of the major difficulties that we had to overcome
during the development of this thesis.
Being argumentation mining a recent research topic, not only the concepts but also the ap-
proaches and targets vary widely between researchers. Some researchers use different argumenta-
tion models as the basis of their work, different definitions of arguments and their components, and
different assumptions are made in relation to some subtasks of the argumentation mining process.
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All these characteristics of a growing research topic hamper the interpretation and comparison of
different research works and difficult the process of conceptualization and definition of the several
tasks that must be addressed in order to successfully approach argumentation mining.
The aim of this thesis is to study argumentation mining from text documents written in Por-
tuguese using supervised and semi-supervised machine learning algorithms. Due to the lack of a
corpus annotated with arguments from texts written in Portuguese, we had to face the challenging
task of initiating the process of creation of an annotated corpus. Firstly, it was necessary to for-
mulate the argumentation mining process taking into consideration the target text documents that
were available and the goals that we desire to achieve. This involves choosing the argumentation
model that would be the base of our work, to properly define the different concepts involved in the
topic of argumentation mining (e.g What is an argument? What is the granularity and boundaries
of the argumentative discourse units that we aim to address? What argument structures should be
considered? Should we consider implicit arguments?, and so on), creating guidelines that should
be followed by annotators in the process of annotation and, finally, the creation of an annotation
platform to facilitate the access to news articles written in Portuguese and to make the complex
process of annotation of arguments from text more intuitive.
The skill needed for extracting the argumentative structure contained in text documents is com-
plex, time consuming, requires training and good interpretation skills. It involves the detection,
extraction and identification of the arguments and corresponding components being presented in
the text document. Being involved in the process of annotation gave us important insights to ad-
dress some of the subtasks in the argumentation mining process. We firmly believe that, the effort
required to annotate arguments from text documents should not be underestimated.
Additional problems related to the processing of natural language text in Portuguese language
were unexpected and difficult to solve. Some of the approaches that we would like to experiment
when addressing some subtasks related to argumentation mining were difficult to be addressed
because additional problems have to be tackled (e.g. named entity disambiguation). Improve-
ments in some natural language processing problems for the Portuguese language would be highly
beneficial to some approaches in the area of argumentation mining (e.g named entity disambigua-
tion, part-of-speech taggers, dependency parsers, semantic parsers, amongst others). Combining
different natural language processing tools, machine learning libraries and argumentation tools
was also a challenging task because different tools have different interfaces and require different
input/output formats. In order to integrate different tools and to facilitate future development and
research in argumentation mining motivated the creation of the ArgMine Framework. All these
challenges helped us to improve our critical analysis skills and, to better understand some of the
phases involved in a machine learning system such as, feature engineering, data preparation, data
understanding, amongst others.
Finally, applying machine learning techniques to address some of the subtasks of argumenta-
tion mining is very challenging due to the complexity of the task. Additionally, we had to face the
problem of having a corpus with a reduced quantity of annotations and which was being created
while we formulated the approach to some of the subtasks of the argumentation mining process.
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5.2 Future Work
As defined in Section 2.3, the full argumentation mining process can be decomposed in several
subtasks. In future work, we expect to integrate all the models obtained after addressing each
subtask of the argumentation mining process, to automatically identify and extract the arguments
contained in texts written in the Portuguese language. In this sense, we aim to continually use the
ArgMine Framework when addressing each of the subtasks.
As described in this thesis, the ArgMine Corpus is at a beginning stage of its creation. In order
to successfully address each of the subtasks in the argumentation mining process, several improve-
ments should be made and several considerations should be taken into account. Firstly, the number
of annotations contained in the ArgMine Corpus should be significantly higher. In order to suc-
cessfully apply machine learning algorithms to a complex task, such as argumentation mining, in
which the clues that are provided in the text often require to take combinations of several variables
into consideration (for instance, lexical clues that are typically associated to argumentative content
are often ambiguous, requiring syntactic and/or semantic information), the quantity and quality of
annotations is crucial in order to make the learning process feasible. Secondly, the process of
annotation of arguments from text have some characteristics that should be consider. It is neces-
sary to implement more sophisticated methods (comparing to the methods applied in this thesis)
to address the fuzziness of the boundaries in the annotated arguments: annotators tend to identify
essentially the same units, but the boundaries differ slightly. This step has special relevance when
transforming annotations into training instances. The fuzziness of the boundaries in the annotated
arguments can difficult the identification of the elementary units that have to be defined in every
step of the argumentation mining process. Improvements in this topic can have high impact in sev-
eral problems of the argumentation mining process, can improve the consistency of the obtained
training instances and is crucial to implement agreement metrics suited for argumentation min-
ing. Thirdly, it is necessary to formulate inter-annotator agreement metrics (IAA) suited for the
particularities of the argumentation mining process. Some improvements to commonly used IAA
metrics that are more suited for argumentation mining have already been explored [WMGA14],
and they are important to measure the quality and confidence of the annotated corpus.
Some of the topics that we think that would be relevant to improve the work presented in this
thesis and that can have high impact to improve the current state-of-the-art in the research area of
argumentation mining include:
• textual entailment: in the absence of clues directly indicating the argumentative structure
contained in a text document, humans rely on context, domain and/or common-sense knowl-
edge to understand and identify the arguments being presented. Textual entailment studies
pair of words that when considering one of them as true people usually believe that the sec-
ond one is also true. This approach seems consistent with the notion of steps of reasoning
from the premises to the conclusion (i.e. conclusion follows from one or more reasoning
steps from the premises) associated to the definition of argument and, therefore, seems a
concept interesting to explore in argumentation mining;
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• event causality: recognizing event causality is an important part of text understanding. Hu-
mans are good at inferring causal relations in a discourse and it is an important component
on our world knowledge. Current work developed in this line focuses on methods of distri-
butional semantics, such as co-occurrences counts of events collected automatically from an
unlabeled corpus. This research topic is relevant to deal with the problem of common-sense
presented in text documents;
• sentiment polarity: arguments are justifiable positions, in which, the conclusion is often pre-
sented as an opinion/position justified with facts or evidence. Therefore, sentiment polarity
can be used to detect the spans of text where a position is being made;
• factoids: in an argument, premises correspond to the evidences or facts that are presented
to support the conclusion that is being made. In this sense, factoids can be interesting to
explore in order to detect premises from text;
• distributional semantics: in this thesis we explored the word embeddings representation at
the word level to implement the feature Domain words repetition in the task Argumenta-
tive Sentence Detection. However, studying the embeddings representation at sentence or
document level would be interesting to explore. Some researchers, such as Habernal and
Gurevych [HG15], have already explored this direction, using the word embeddings repre-
sentation at sentence level and reporting promising results;
• deep learning algorithms: researchers in natural language processing and machine learn-
ing reported outstanding improvements in previously addressed tasks when applying deep
learning algorithms (e.g. Recurrent Neural Networks algorithm). Exploring this techniques
in some subtasks of the argumentation mining process would be interesting to explore;
• levels of abstraction: in some arguments premises and conclusions are at different levels
of abstraction (e.g. “All men are mortal and Socrates is a man. Therefore, Socrates is
mortal."), which is used to express the relation of support or conflict between conclusion
and premises. Studying techniques to detect changes in the level of abstraction between
propositions may be an interesting research topic to explore and could be applied in some
subtasks of the argumentation mining process;
• name entity disambiguation: transforming “implicit pointers" in the original text with “ex-
plicit pointers" can help machine learning approaches to find patterns in data and can im-
prove the quality of the feature Domain words repetition implemented in the task Argumen-
tative Sentence Detection;
• argument schemes: can play an important role to handle hidden assumptions (enthymemes).
Typically, arguments that we encounter in a text document are arguments where some im-
portant assumptions are not made explicit. Writers omit some informations or part of the
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arguments because they rely in the common sense and knowledge about the world that hu-
man readers possess. Comparing argumentation schemes with the argument presented in
the text, the missing parts can be easily derived;
• statistical relational learning: aims to combine firs-order logic with statistical machine learn-
ing. The expressive power of first-order logic can be exploited to model background knowl-
edge of a given domain and to represent the relations of support or attack between premises
and conclusions. Statistical machine learning can be used to find patterns in data and, can
naturally deal with uncertainty. From the definition of argument and, since we aim to de-
tect and extract arguments from text, this research topic seems promising for argumentation
mining.
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